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Abstract

Internet is a packet switched heterogeneous network. Much research can be
done in order to learn about the properties of and extend the capabilities of the
Internet. In this thesis three studies around this topic are presented.

First study: proportional loss rate differentiation is a quality of service prob-
lem where network traffic are divided into classes, and each class receives a loss
rate proportional to another class. Simulations are used to show that robust
proportional loss rate differentiation can be obtained by using a relatively simple
algorithm.

Second study: the use of IPv4 options are often suggested to be used for
extending the basic IPv4 protocol. Measurements are performed by sending
sample packets show that the use of IPv4 options is problematic. Use of options
leads to higher delay, although the difference is small. Furthermore, the jitter
and loss rate increases. While the increased delay and jitter may be tolerable,
the increased loss rate is probably not.

Third study: merging Internet technologies, such as network address trans-
lation, mobile IP, firewalls etc., indicates that the Internet architecture is in-
sufficient for current needs. The split naming/forwarding network architecture,
is a network architecture intended to be simple and flexible. This architecture
is described and it is argued that it is an interesting alternative to the current
Internet architecture.
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Introduction

This thesis contains three different studies on the subject computer networking.
Although the three studies are not immediately related, there is a common
theme that provides the motivation behind them, which is the enabling of new
services in the Internet.

The subject of study and packet switched heterogeneous computer networks,
by which is meant networks based on the datagram oriented communication
model. In practice, this means the Internet and its applications. Although this
provides for a wide research area, the scope of this thesis is limited by the three
studies. The particular topics for three studies are first, buffer management for
implementing quality of service, second, network measurements on the perfor-
mance of IPv4 Options, and third, network architecture, each study presented in
a separate paper in this thesis. The first study considers loss rate differentiation
through buffer management. It compares a new buffer management algorithm
to an already existing one to show that an improvement has been achieved.
See section 2 and paper 1. The second study examines the impact of using so
called options to extend the functionality of IP version 4. This is achieved by
sending probe packets with and without options and analyzing the difference.
It is found that packets containing options perform worse than packets without.
See section 2 and paper 2. The last study is on network architecture. Here it
is argued that flexibility is an important aspect of network architecture. An
architecture which achieves flexibility through the separation of identity and
location and through communication via a naming system is also designed. See
section 2 and paper 3.

The remainder of this introduction consists of a discussion on the research
philosophy in section 1 and on the scientific contributions of the three studies
in section 2.

1 Research philosophy

This section discusses the research philosophy behind each study. First, general
considerations are discussed followed by three subsections discussing considera-
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2 Studies of Heterogeneous Packet Switched Networks

tions specific for each one of the three studies in this thesis.

1.1 General considerations

One of the three studies involves network architectures. Research on network
architecture must be based on what is believed about properties of computer
networks in the long term. For the sake of this study, it is useful to classify
research in the field of computer networking in short term and long term research
in order to maintain which research results can be used as foundation for a
network architecture. Short term research is about finding facts about current
state of the network and about finding out how well new mechanisms operates
within it; long term research is about finding properties of computer networks
that are reasonable to believe will remain invariant. The long term classification
is thus the process of predicting the long term development of the Internet.
Knowledge about the capabilities of current network infrastructure is necessary
for maintaining it and to develop new services, while future directions of the
network architecture should be based on what is known about the development
of the capabilities in the long term.

1.2 Finding and evaluating new service mechanisms

A common form of research within computer networking is to find an algorithm
that solves a particular problem and compare this to already existing algorithms.
The idea is straightforward. Find a practical problem for which it is reason-
able to believe that current solutions can be improved, make an improvement
and evaluate. There is a difference from theoretical algorithmic research. In
theoretical algorithmic research there is a well defined mathematical relation
between input and output, so the problem statement can be very strictly speci-
fied. For practical network problems, on the other hand, the problem is usually
stated as making a particular service work in an existing system. Because of
this, the problem statement may be somewhat unclear. Approximate solutions
are often sufficient. Furthermore, the complexity of having to consider many
different aspects makes analytic evaluation impractical. Instead, simulations or
test systems are used.

Even though the implication of this kind of work often is uncontroversial,
there are at least two issues that may be the subject of dispute. First, is the
problem relevant? Are there any applications for this new service mechanism?
The justification of the research is often based on some idea on how the mech-
anism is to be used. But a computer network is a complex system and the idea
may not be practical. Second, are the metrics sound? Once again, a computer
network is a complex system and particularly within the Internet community
there are many different visions on how a computer network should operate,
and consequently, different opinions on which metrics are “good.”

It can be observed that this type of research may be classified either as short
or long term. The problem being examined is often set in a scenario within the
current known network architecture so the aim may be short term. Discovering
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a powerful new mechanism may, however, create new concepts that have long
term implications.

1.3 Evaluating the current network state

The results obtained from measuring the properties of the Internet provides the
fundament for developing new network services. These measurements are based
on a classical research methodology. There is an artefact—the Internet—and its
properties are being observed through experiments and the results are evaluated
using the established statistical methods.

The experiment setup is the weak point of these measurements. The exper-
iments have to be carefully designed so that they measure exactly the subject
of study.

As measurements are made on an existing artefact, and this artefact may
change significantly over time, this kind of research should be classified as short
term, even though the results may be relevant for a long time. That is, long
term research must find invariant properties, and results from measurements on
a changing artefact cannot be considered to be invariant.

1.4 Revising the network architecture

A network architecture is a set of guidelines and constraints that network entities
must respect in order to enable communication ability between them without
unjustly disturbing or breaking other activities in the network. A particular
network architecture is defined by a set of principles, where principles can be
anything from abstract ideas on how things should be structured to what proto-
cols are mandatory within the architecture. Since a network architecture cannot
easily change, it is appropriate to think of its principles as constraints.

In light of this, research on network architecture should seek to find long term
invariants about computer networks in order to find principles that can comprise
a foundation for an architecture. Physical constraints as well as application
requirements that are believed to be invariant are considered. The fundamental
problem about this research is that there exist no established metrics to evaluate
a particular network architecture as a whole or individual features of it. Even
though there is consensus about certain features being “good things” (e.g., the
separation of naming and identity as will be described later in this thesis) it is
hard, if not impossible, to weight the importance of different features against
each other.

This research is subject of some controversy, as it to some extent is based on
subjective visions on how the network should work. It may, however, be possible
to reduce the controversy by finding the invariants and base the arguments for a
particular architecture on these. These invariants emerges from different kinds
of research. As already mentioned, care must be taken when classifying a result
as long term.

One type of research that also deserves to be mentioned in relation to this
is theoretical research on algorithms. A computer network is controlled by
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computers which are limited by what is possible to do with an algorithm. Results
that changes what is known about algorithms should certainly be classified as
long term results and some of these are relevant to computer networking and
networking architectures. No such theoretical study will be presented in this
thesis, however.

2 Contributions

Here will be specified the scientific contribution of each study and, specifically,
my contribution to each study. Strengths and weaknesses of each study will be
pointed out, as these are important to understand the scope of each contribution.

On creating proportional loss rate: predictability and performance

Here, the article “On creating proportional loss rate: predictability and per-
formance” and the study presented in the article is discussed. This work was
presented on IWQoS2001 in Karlsruhe, Germany and the article is included in
this thesis.

The proportional loss rate differentiation problem is a quality of service
problem. The scenario is that there is a network where the need for bit rate
occasionally are higher than the available capacity. There are k classes of users.
Packets are dropped when the requested bit rate by the users exceeds the ca-
pacity of the network. Thus each class of users will experience packets drops,
which here are measured as loss rate. The problem is to maintain a pre-configure
proportional difference in loss rate between each pair of classes i and i + 1.

The idea behind this problem is that there are classes of network traffic with
different importance. More important traffic should receive more resources.
An important assumption is that all network traffic that are subject of this
differentiation must be using TCP-like congestion control.

One of the questions is if this is a reasonable scenario? Within the IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force), there have been standardizations processes
for differentiation behaviors which resembles loss rate differentiation and there
have been other studies within the field [31,32]. Furthermore, TCP is the most
commonly used transport protocol currently in use. Measurements indicates
that over 90% of the Internet traffic use TCP [35]. Finally, the article presented
here is referenced by other work [3, 12]. Thus, there seem to be an interest for
this scenario and this kind of solution.

The second question is are the metrics sane? The hypothesis is that the
presented algorithm is “better” than comparable alternatives. Two metrics have
been used to support this: robustness and capability. Robustness is intended to
capture how well the algorithm behaves in extreme conditions, while capability
is intended to capture the behavior over long time periods. Although, there
probably are no objections that these are suitable metrics, it can be questioned
whether the way these are measured really captures the desired properties. The
measurements are done through simulations, thus the precise configuration of
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each simulation as well as how each metric is computed is important. This in
addition to the difficulties that are always introduced by simulations [46]. In
the article these methodologies are described in detail and it is argued that the
desired properties have been captured at least to some extent.

In addition, the performance of the algorithm have been measured in order
to support the claim that the algorithm can be reasonable implemented with
contemporary hardware. Here actual CPU clock cycles have been measured.

There are some weaknesses in the statistical analysis. First, confidence in-
tervals have not been computed and displayed in the graphs. When running
simulations, it can always be argued that if there are sufficiently many simula-
tion runs, confidence intervals become irrelevant. Whether this is the case in
the presented simulations may be questionable. The performance measurements
are, however, based on an extremely large number of processed packets. Perhaps
more dubious is the discussion about variance, which is used to argue about the
robustness of each algorithm. That a particular simulation run is subject of
large variance is concluded by inspecting the resulting diagrams rather than by
computing the statistical variance.

The presented algorithm is designed through a number of iteration of simu-
lations and redesigning. The final version of it may not be the best in absolute
measures, but the study does, however, bring out the issues in the proportional
loss rate differentiation problem.

My contribution My main contribution was the design of part of the algo-
rithm and implemented and executed the performance measurements.

End-to-end measurements on IPv4 options

Here the article “End-to-end measurements on Performance Penalties of IPv4
options” is discussed. A shorter version of the article is published on GLOBE-
COM2004.

The background of the study is that there are lots of suggestions on how to
enhance the Internet protocol by using so called options. There are also many
claims that options are a bad idea, since many routers treats packets containing
options badly. No scientific study could be found, however, that supported these
claims nor quantifying how bad idea it would be to use options.

The metrics measured is the delay difference between packets with and with-
out options, and jitter, loss rate which are compared between packets with and
without options. Data is collected from a series of experiments and analyzed.
As mentioned in the philosophy section, care must be taken when designing such
an experiment. (The study presented in the article is actually the results from
the second attempt at studying IP options. In the first study, the experiment
was designed in an ad-hoc fashioned problems which raised several questions
on the validity of the results.) Care has been taken to avoid bias from external
factors such as clock skew of the measuring hosts, packet order dependency and
time dependency. This result in a conclusion that provides quite strong support
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for the claim that IPv4 options are a bad idea. A statistic significant higher loss
rate, higher jitter, and higher delay was observed for packets with options.

My contribution My main contribution was the implementation of the ex-
periment and the discussion on alternative ways to implement enhanced func-
tionality in IPv4.

The split naming/forwarding network architecture

Here the report “The split naming/forwarding architecture” is discussed. This
work is an attempt at finding improvements for the Internet network architec-
ture. The problem of this area of research is that what architecture is considered
“good” is largely depending on visions of the future of the Internet. Of course,
there are many different visions. It is, however, to some extent possible to mod-
ularize the area and isolate points that may cause conflicts [17]. But the choices
made in the design of the network architecture is also sensitive as this can be
used as a mean to regulate the behavior of citizens [38]. It may be possible to
get around this by arguing that on a technical level, the architecture should be
maximally flexible and that a restricted architecture can always be build on top
of a flexible architecture if desired.

Because of this, a network architecture cannot be considered scientific con-
tribution in itself. Certain findings about an architecture can, however, be
considered a contribution. Hence, some metrics can be defined and analyzed,
but it will be disputable whether the findings are at all relevant.

It should, however, be noted that some values and some engineering princi-
ples are widely agreed upon. Thus, the work presented in this article is based
on two basic assumptions: flexibility is good and simplicity is good. Flexibility
is evaluated by arguing what is possible to do within the architecture. Simplic-
ity here is the opposite of complexity which is loosely related to Kolmogorov
complexity (also called algorithmic complexity) [39], which is defined as the
length of the shortest program that generates a complete description of an ob-
ject. Here, it is not the length of the shortest program that is interesting, but
rather how clear and easy to understand a detailed description of the architec-
ture is. This metric is motivated by the simplicity principle. In practice, it is
an uncomputable metric, but from an informal description of an architecture,
it can be argued that the architecture is at least as simple as the description
indicates.

As of whether this kind of research is at all interesting, there are some
similar work. Recent work by Balakrishnan et. al. is based on a similar way
of reasoning and arrive at similar conclusions [5]. Within the newarch project,
Clark et.al have published a description of an architecture [14], and in the final
project report lists a number of desired properties of a network architecture [15].

my contribution I am the designer of SNF.
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On Creating Proportional Loss-Rate

Differentiation: Predictability and Performance

Ulf Bodin Andreas Jonsson Olov Schelén

October 3, 2005

Abstract

Recent extensions to the Internet architecture allow assignment of dif-
ferent levels of drop precedence to IP packets. This paper examines dif-
ferentiation predictability and implementation complexity in creation of
proportional loss-rate (PLR) differentiation between drop precedence lev-
els. PLR differentiation means that fixed loss-rate ratios between different
traffic aggregates are provided independent of traffic loads. To provide
such differentiation, running estimates of loss-rates can be used as feed-
back to keep loss-rate ratios fixed at varying traffic loads. In this paper,
we define a loss-rate estimator based on average drop distances (ADDs).
The ADD estimator is compared with an estimator that uses a loss history
table (LHT) to calculate loss-rates. We show, through simulations, that
the ADD estimator gives more predictable PLR differentiation than the
LHT estimator. In addition, we show that a PLR dropper using the ADD
estimator can be implemented efficiently.

1 Introduction

Today’s Internet supports a wide spectrum of applications with different de-
mands on forwarding quality. The Internet community has recognized that one
service only (i.e., best-effort) may not be enough to meet these demands. The
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is therefore designing architectural ex-
tensions to support service differentiation on the Internet. The Differentiated
Services (DiffServ) architecture [8] [43] includes router mechanisms for differen-
tiated forwarding.

With DiffServ, levels of drop precedence can be assigned to IP packets.
Differentiation between drop precedence levels is part of the Assured Forwarding
(AF) per-hop behavior (PHB) group [32]. AF can be used to offer differentiation
among rate adaptive applications that respond to packet loss (e.g., applications
using TCP). The traffic of each user is tagged as being in or out of their service
profiles. Packets tagged as in-profile are assigned lower drop precedence than
those tagged as out-of-profile. In addition, a packet within a user’s profile may
be tagged with one out of several levels of drop precedence. For now, there are
three levels of drop precedence defined for AF.

13



14 Studies of Heterogeneous Packet Switched Networks

For AF, it is required that the levels of drop precedence are ordered so that
for levels x < y < z, Pdrop(x) ≤ Pdrop(y) ≤ Pdrop(z) and Pdrop(x) < Pdrop(z)1.
To further refine the differentiation, it can be defined in quantitative terms. For
example, the loss-rate ratios (i.e., Pdrop(x)/Pdrop(y)) can in case of congestion
be set to a target value ≤ 1.

This paper examines proportional loss-rate (PLR) differentiation [25] in
terms of predictability and implementation complexity. We grade the pre-
dictability of a PLR differentiation by studying short-term variations in loss-rate
ratios between drop precedence levels at changing traffic loads and load distribu-
tions. In addition, we study if long-term loss-rate ratios achieve target loss-rate
ratios at changing traffic loads. We consider a PLR differentiation robust if
short-term loss-rate ratios have negligible variations and capable if long-term
loss-rate ratios approximate target loss-rate ratios reasonable well at changing
traffic load conditions.

A PLR differentiator can be divided into two modules. First, a drop con-
troller decides when a packet needs to be dropped. A drop controller can,
for example, perform early congestion signaling with Random Early Detection
(RED) [28], or just drop packets when no buffer space is available for queuing,
etc. When the drop controller has decided that a packet needs to be dropped, a
PLR dropper selects a drop precedence level from which a packet will be dropped
(to maintain the PLR differentiation), selects a packet at the victim level and
removes it from the queue.

Changing traffic loads and load distributions between drop precedence levels
can cause loss-rate ratios to deviate from the target loss-rate ratios. To create
PLR differentiation under such conditions, a PLR dropper can use running
estimates of loss-rates as feedback to adjust towards the target loss-rate ratios.
For example, when the drop controller triggers a drop, a packet at the drop
precedence level with the minimum normalized loss-rate (NLR) can be selected
and dropped from the queue. The NLR is in [25] defined as: li/σi where li is
the loss-rate and σi is the differentiation constant in class i. In this paper, we
adopt this method of selecting the victim level when dropping packets. Using
the NLR selector, we study how properties of the loss-rate estimator influence
PLR differentiation predictability.

The proportional loss-rate model is proposed and motivated in [24] and [25].
In [25], a loss-rate estimator is proposed, which estimates the loss-rate by count-
ing the number of losses at each class during a time window of M packet ar-
rivals. One implementation of this uses a cyclic queue named a Loss History
Table (LHT). The problem with this is that an appropriate value of M has to be
chosen. Firstly, it has to be at least one dropped packet at all drop precedence
levels in the last M packets arrived. Otherwise, the measured loss-rate will be
zero for levels at which no packet is dropped in the last M arrivals. This leads to
inaccurate loss-rate estimation which in turn leads to loss-rate relations which
differs from the configured ones. Unfortunately, a large M makes the PLR
dropper less adaptive to changing traffic loads. Hence, there is a trade-off in

1Pdrop(x) is the drop probability for traffic at drop precedence level x.
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chosing an appropriate value of M . Large M gives capable but not robust PLR
differentiation, while small M gives robust but not capable PLR differentiation.

In this paper, we define an estimator that uses average drop distances
(ADDs) as estimates of loss-rates. For each drop precedence level, an ADD
covers a history which length is defined in number of drops. This makes the
estimator adapt the history length at each level to changing load distributions.
The history covered by the ADD estimator can be set short without risking
estimated loss-rates to be zero for some traffic loads. With the ADD estimator,
the history length simply determines how fast changed traffic load conditions
are detected. Hence, the ADD estimator does not have the same trade-off in
choosing history length as the LHT estimator.

We evaluate through simulations the PLR differentiation predictability of
the ADD and the LHT estimator for two levels of drop precedence. These
simulations show that the trade-off in choosing M disables the LHT estimator
from providing both robust and capable PLR differentiation with one single
M . For the ADD estimator, weights can be found that gives both robust and
capable PLR differentiation.

When designing forwarding mechanisms for Internet routers, their perfor-
mance is important. Computation and/or memory intensive mechanisms make
routers more expensive, which can make deployment in routers handling high
bit-rates unfeasible. To examine the performance of the ADD estimator to-
gether with the NLR selector, we have implemented these mechanisms in the
kernel of FreeBSD. With this implementation, only 131 clock cycles in average
are needed to update three ADDs on an Intel Pentium II 350Mhz. Selecting
from which of drop precedence level to drop needs 59 clock cycles in average for
three levels.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we define the
ADD estimator, discuss its properties and compare these with properties of the
LHT estimator. Next, in Sect. 3, the need for differentiation predictability at
both long and short time-scales is discussed. In Sect. 4, simulations comparing
the LHT estimator and the ADD estimator are presented. In Sect. 5, effective
implementations of the ADD estimator and the NLR selector are described.
Moreover, performance measurements for these mechanisms are presented in
this section. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude our work.

2 Estimating Loss-Rates

In this section, we define a loss-rate estimator that uses average drop distances
(ADDs). The basic properties of this estimator is discussed and compared with
the properties of the loss history table (LHT) estimator [25].

2.1 The Average Drop Distance (ADD) Estimator

An ADD estimator calculates an average drop distance for each drop prece-
dence level. The drop distance is the number of successfully transferred packets
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Table 1.1: Symbols used in this paper
l Aggregate loss-rate.
Li Drop precedence level i.
λi Arrival rate at Li.
di Drop distance counter at Li.
diold Old drop distance counter at Li.
li Estimated loss-rate at Li.
di Estimated average drop distance at Li

diold Old estimated average drop distance at Li

σi Differentiation constant for class i.
B(t) Set of backlogged Li at time t.
gi EWMA filter constant for Li.
wi EWMA filter weigth for Li.

between two lost packets. We denote the estimated ADD at Li as di and the
estimated loss-rate at Li as li = 1/di. We denote the estimated loss-rate ra-
tio between Li and Lj as li/lj and the target loss-rate ratio between Li and
Lj as σi/σj . The definition of normalized loss-rate (NLR) and the method for
selecting precedence level when dropping a packet are both adopted from [25].

ADD estimation can be performed by computing the average drop distance
over a certain number of packet drops. It is however hard to pick an appropri-
ate number of drops to consider, especially when arrival rates and drop rates
vary frequently. For quick response to changing conditions a small number of
drops should be considered and for stability a large number of drops. For this
reason, we instead use exponential weighted moving averages (EWMAs) to give
higher weigth to recent drop distances. Although EWMA suits the purpose and
can be implemented efficiently, we do not claim that it is the optimal averaging
function. With EWMAs (1), the ADD estimator covers a configurable history
length, gi, 0 ≤ gi ≤ 1, coupled to the number of rescent drops for each drop
precedence level, Li. We limit gi to integer powers of two for efficient imple-
mentation through shift operations: gi = 2−wi , where the weight wi is a positive
integer.

di,n = di,n−1 · (1 − gi) + di · gi (1)

Larger wi results in more stable (i.e., more capable) estimations of di and
longer detection times for changed trafficload conditions (i.e., less robust esti-
mations). However, our experiments indicate that estimations of di is stable
enough even with small values of wi. In Sect. 4, we show that robust and
capable PLR differentiation can be obtained with very small values of wi.

The detection time is determined by both wi and the number of drops per
time unit. For robustness, changed traffic load conditions should be detected
equally fast at all drop precedence levels. If di is only updated upon packet
drops at Li, different arrival rates and loss-rates between drop precedence levels
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causes different update fequency and detection times between these levels. For
example, assume that the actual loss-rate is higher at Lk than at Lj . Then,
dk is updated more often than dj and changed traffic load conditions is thus
detected faster at Lk than at Lj . Moreover, if the load suddenly decreases and
stays at the lower level, dj may not be updated at all. This is because lj/σj

becomes larger than lk/σk, which causes drops to be strictly given to traffic at
Lk. We refer to this problem as update locking.

To avoid the risk for update locking and to make detection times similar
between drop precedence levels, we also recalculate dj at drop precedence levels,
j, which was not targeted for a drop. We do this by restoring dj to the value it
had before at the time of the previous drop at Lj and then recalculate dj with
all new arrivals at Lj added to the last drop distance at Lj. Not only do we get
a more up to date estimate of dj , but also we solve the update locking problem
since dj goes towards infinity with dj + djold

(see Fig. 1.1).
Equal weights, wi, for all drop precedence levels makes the detection time

at Li shorter (i.e., σi·λi

σj ·λj
times shorter) than at Lj . To compensate for this,

separate weights for each drop precedence level can be applied such that (2) is
met as closely as possible2. Equation (2) is based on the closed form expression
for EWMA (1).

(1− 2−wi) = (1− 2−wj )
σj ·λj
σi·λi (2)

The algorithm for the ADD estimator and the NLR selector is shown in
Fig. 1.1. Note that the inverse NLR, di ·σi, instead of the NLR, li/σi, is used to
select from which Li to drop. Hence, at congestion we drop a packet at the drop
precedence level with the maximal inverse NLR instead of the minimal NLR as
done in [25].

With the algorithm shown in Fig. 1.1, di does not change if no packets arrive
at Li and will therefore be invalid after a idle period at this drop precedence
level. This becomes a problem if di · σi is larger than the inverse NLR for other
levels. The first packets arriving at Li immediately after the idle period will
then be dropped until di · σi becomes smaller than the inverse NLR for some
other level. Similarly, the first packets arriving at Li immediately after an idle
period will not be dropped if di · σi is smaller than the inverse NLR for some
other level. Hence, loss-rate ratios can temporarily be larger or less than the
target loss-rate ratios. We refer to this problem as invalid ADDs.

Dropping the first packets arriving after an idle period can be devastating
since TCP sources perform an exponential back-off when loosing SYN packets.
Due to the exponential back-off, it can take considerable time for di to decrease
since no packets arrive at Li. We solve the invalid ADDs problem by updating
di to a value calculated from known ADDs at other drop precedence levels. The
update is made if no packet has arrived after maxidle updates of ADDs for other
levels (Fig. 1.2).

2Equation (2) cannot be met exactly since wi is a positive integer.
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Packet arrival at Lk:
dk++

Packet drop at Lk:
dkold

← dk

dk ← dk · (1 − 2−wk) + dk · 2−wk

dkold
← dk

∀i ∈ B(t) \ {k}:
di ← diold

diold ← diold + di

di ← di · (1 − 2−wk) + diold · 2−wk

∀i ∈ B(t):
di ← 0

Selecting Lk for next drop:
k ← arg maxi∈B(t) di · σi

Figure 1.1: The algorithm for the ADD estimator and the NLR selector

Packet arrival at Lk:
idlek ← 0

Packet loss at Lk:
∀i ∈ B(t) \ {k}:

if di = 0 and idlei++ > maxidle:
a← arg minj∈B(t) dj · σj

di ← da · σa

σi

Figure 1.2: Method for detecting and updating idle drop precedence levels

The method for detecting and updating idle drop precedence levels shown
in Fig. 1.2 can cause deviations of loss-rate ratios from target loss-rate ratios.
For example, say that Li is frequently idle for periods long enough to trigger
an update and that each update decreases di ·σi. Moreover, say that the active
periods are short and that di · σi therefore does not reach the actual inverse
NLR before Li gets idle again (i.e., although very few packets are dropped
at Li, di does not increase enough to reflect the loss-rate at Li). This may
cause the loss-rate ratio between Li and the next lower level to be less than the
target loss-rate ratio between these levels. We refer to this problem as frequent
updates. To avoid the frequent updates problem, maxidle should be set large.
We recommend setting maxidle to trigger updates after idle periods of several
seconds. This mechanism is disabled in the simulations presented in Sect. 4.

Distributions in arrival rates between drop precedence levels (i.e., λj/λi) at
congested links is usually unknown and may change rapidly for bursty traffic
patterns. However, different arrival rates is a severe problem only if the loss-
rate changes rapidly with changing traffic loads. This is often the case for
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pure FIFO queues, but not for Random Early Congestion (RED) [28] managed
queues. RED smoothes the loss-rate using a low pass filter (e.g., EWMA). We
take advantage of the smooth changes in loss-rates provided by RED and do
not compensate for different arrival rates (i.e., we set λj/λi = 1). When loss-
rates are controlled with RED, differences in detection time caused by different
arriving rates have limited effect on the PLR differentiation offered. This is
shown in Sect. 4 where simulations are presented.

A consequence of using RED to smooth loss-rates is that the ADD estima-
tor depends on proper operation of RED. Recent studies of RED have shown
that the average queue length and thus the loss-rate can oscillate under certain
conditions (the discontinuity in the standard RED drop function3 and/or some
combinations of link bandwidth, average packet size and load levels can cause
such oscillations [53]). Based on these studies, a new active queue management
(AQM) mechanism is developed that gives more robust loss-rates than RED [20].
The ADD estimator should gain from the smoother loss-rates provided by this
new AQM mechanism. However, in this paper we evaluate the ADD estimator
with RED without the gentle modification.

2.2 The Loss History Table (LHT) Estimator

The loss history table (LHT) estimator is defined in [25]. The estimated loss-
rate li is the number of drops at Li in the last M arrivals divided by M . The
cyclic queue used to count drops is named loss history table (LHT). M has to
be large enough to always cover at least one drop at all drop precedence levels.
Otherwise, acceptable estimation accuracy is not obtained since li occasionally
becomes zero. Equation (3) gives a lower bound on M [25]. N is the number
of drop precedence levels supported and m = arg min0≤i≤N−1 λi · σi.

Mmin =

∑N−1
i=0

λi·σi

λm·σm

l
(3)

M should be larger than the lower bound given by (3) in order to to provide
capable PLR differentiation. This is shown through simulations in [25]. For
instance, bursty traffic can give considerable variations in the arrival rate and
the loss-rate over short time-scales, which will degrade the differentiation if M
too small. Unfortunately, large M makes the detection of changed traffic load
conditions slow. Hence, there is a trade-off in selecting M . Larger M gives
more capable, but less robust PLR differentiation and smaller M less capable,
but more robust PLR differentiation.

2.3 Comparison

The ADD estimator provides both robust and capable PLR differentiation with
one configuration. In contrast to the LHT estimator, it provides accurate loss-

3The standard drop function in RED jump from the maximal drop probability (e.g., 0.1) to
1 instantly. This discontinuity is however removed with the gentle modification of RED [27].
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rate estimation by always encountering several drops at every drop precedence
level. Hence, without risking inaccurate loss-rate estimation with incapable PLR
differentiation as result, the ADD estimator can be configured to encounter few
drops to detect changed traffic load conditions rapidly. The LHT estimator
cannot be configured to provide both accurate loss-rate estimation and rapid
detection of changed traffic load conditions. Fast detection of changed traffic
load conditions is needed to provide robust PLR differentiation.

If a small number of drops is covered by the loss history, the loss-rate estima-
tion becomes unstable at short time-scales. Such unstable loss-rate estimation
can cause variations in actual loss-rate ratios at short time-scales and deviations
of actual loss-rate ratios from target loss-rate ratios at long time-scales. The
EWMA makes it hard to give the parameters wi a clear physical interpreta-
tion, as opposed to the LHT estimator, where M corresponds to the number of
packet arrivals. However, this is not necessary to configure the ADD estimator
appropriately. We show in Sect. 4 that by using w0 = 1 and w1 = 44, the ADD
estimator provides robust and capable PLR differentiation between L0 and L1

for σ0 = 1 and σ1 = 10.

3 Measuring Loss-Rates

In this section, we discuss over which time-scales loss-rate ratios are likely to
be measured by network operators and to be perceived by users. Network
operators may monitor loss-rates by polling routers periodically using SNMP or
command line interfaces. The overhead associated with periodic polling makes
it appropriate to monitor loss-rates over time-scales in order of minutes rather
than seconds. However, users are likely to perceive loss-rate ratios over time-
scales spanning from few seconds to several minutes.

PLR differentiation allows individual users to choose a service that provides
an appealing balance between forwarding quality and cost. With PLR differ-
entiation, a user can dynamically switch between levels of drop precedence to
find a level with a loss-rate low enough for the application used. A user can
begin tagging all the packets with a high drop precedence level. If the loss-rate
at this level is considered unacceptably high after a period, the user can switch
to a lower drop precedence level. Eventually, the user should find a level that
provides a loss-rate adequate for the user’s needs. Hence, the user does not have
to pay for additional and unneeded forwarding quality.

To make the result of switching from one level of drop precedence to an-
other level predictable, the PLR differentiation needs to be robust and capable.
Loss-rate ratios measured over several minutes need to closely approximate tar-
get loss-rate ratios. Otherwise, users cannot predict the result of switching
drop precedence level. Moreover, loss-rate ratios measured over a few seconds
need to have negligible variations. This is to make the result of switching drop
precedence level immediately notable to users.

4With w0 = 1 and w1 = 4 the equality in (2) is approximately satisfied when arrival rates
are equal for L0 and L1.
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4 Simulations

In this section, we present simulations evaluating the predictability of the PLR
differentiation created with the LHT estimator and the ADD estimator respec-
tively. The simulations are made with the network simulator (ns) [52]. Sect. 4.1
describes the simulation setup. We study PLR differentiation at a time-scale of
two minutes in Sect. 4.2 and at a time-scale of five seconds in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Simulation Setup

For the simulations, a topology with ten hosts (s0, . . . , s9), ten receivers (r0,
. . . , r9) and two routers (A and B) is used. The routers are connected via a 50
Mbps link with 20 ms delay (Fig. 1.3). A PLR dropper supporting two levels of
drop precedence is used to differentiate traffic at this link. The target loss-rate
ratio σ1/σ0 is set to 10 times (i.e., the loss-rate at drop precedence level 1 is
targeted to be 10 times higher than the loss-rate at level 0). The drop controller
is RED and the drop strategy is Drop-Tail5. The configuration of RED is: min
threshold 70 packets, max threshold 210 packets and max drop probability 10
percent.

The bit-rates of links connecting hosts and receivers to routers are reconfig-
ured with uniformly distributed random values between 22 and 32 Mbps once
every two simulated seconds. The delays of these links are reconfigured equal
often with uniformly distributed random values between 0.1 and 0.9 ms. Simi-
lar values are used in [4] to emulate switched Ethernet. A positive consequence
of making these reconfigurations is that synchronization affects among TCP
connections get reduced6.

Each host (s0, . . . , s9) has three TCP Reno connections with each receiver
(r0, . . . , r9) (i.e., 300 connections are established over link A-B). The receivers
use delayed ACKs. MTU is 1460 bytes. The TCP connections are established
randomly within the first 10 simulated seconds. These random variables are
uniformly distributed. Using these connections, the receivers download data
from Pareto distributed ON-OFF sources at the hosts. The scale parameter for
the Pareto distribution is 1.5, the average length of ON periods is set to 50 ms
and the average length of OFF periods is set to 950 ms. The rate of ON periods
for each source is set to 490 kbps. This generates a highly variable traffic load
causing loss-rates in between 1.72 and 5.15 percent at link A-B when measured
over two minutes (the simulations presented in Sect. 4.2). When measured over
five seconds (the simulations presented in Sect. 4.3), loss-rates are in between
1.15 and 5.78 percent at this link.

For all simulations, a warm-up period of 60 simulated seconds is used to let
the congested queue at router A and the loss-rate estimator examined stabilize.
After these 60 seconds, counters for the number of packet arrivals and drops
at each of the two levels of drop precedence are initialized to measure loss-rate
ratios. In Sect. 4.2 and 4.3, loss-rate ratios are plotted with a log 10 scale at

5Packets are removed from the end of the queue for the drop precedence level.
6The random drops made by RED also reduce the risk of having TCP flows synchronize.
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the y-axis. The log scale is chosen to view deviations of loss-rate ratios equally
independent on whether they are larger or less than the target loss-rate ratio.

PLR dropper

. . .

50 Mbps

20 ms delay

22 - 32 Mbps

0.1 - 0.9 ms delay

s9

s1

s0 r0

r1

r9

BA

. . .

Figure 1.3: Simulated topology.
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Figure 1.4: Actual loss-rate ratios mea-
sured over two minutes (the LHT esti-
mator).

4.2 Long-Term PLR Differentiation

For each of the loss-rate estimators, we examine their long-term PLR differen-
tiation predictability with 19 simulations. The distribution in number of TCP
connections at the two levels of drop precedence is changed between simulations.
At drop precedence level 0 (L0), the number of TCP connections is varied be-
tween 15 and 285 in steps of 15. At L1, the number of TCP connections is
varied between 285 and 15 in steps of 15. The x-axis is graded with the fraction
of all packet arrivals at L0. Each simulation is 120 seconds long.

Figure 1.4 shows simulation results when using the LHT estimator. For these
simulations, (3) gives Mmin ≈ 5000 packets when 15 TCP connections are at
L0

7. With this distribution, about 5 percent of all packet arrivals are at L0. As
discusseded in Sect. 2.2, M should however be set larger than Mmin. We present
simulations with M = 5000, M = 10000 and M = 25000 packets. At a bit-rate
of 50 Mbps, 10000 packets of size 1460 bytes are forwarded in 2.336 seconds.
Hence, with M = 10000 packets, the LHT estimator can be expected to adapt
to changing traffic load conditions faster than in five seconds. With M = 25000
packets, this adaptation should be slower than in five seconds (25000 packets of
size 1460 bytes are forwarded in 5.84 seconds).

In Fig. 1.4, it can be seen that at low arrival fractions at L0, loss-rate ratios
is less than 9 for all M simulated. As expected, higher M gives higher loss-rate
ratios at such low fractions. With too few packets at L0, the LHT occasionally
falsely estimates li to zero. The dropper will then select L0 for a packet drop.
At high arrival fractions at L0, loss-rate ratios varies and go below 9 for all M

7Mmin = 3767 packets for M = 5000, Mmin = 5997 packets for M = 10000 and Mmin =
5059 packets for M = 25000.
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Figure 1.5: Loss-rate ratios measured
over two minutes (the ADD estimator,
configuration set 1).
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Figure 1.6: Loss-rate ratios measured
over two minutes (the ADD estimator,
configuration set 2).

simulated. When no packets arrive at L1, packets can only be dropped at L0

since the queue at L1 is empty. Consequently, when a packet should be dropped
at L1 to increase the loss-rate ratio, it will have to be dropped at L0 instead.
With close to 100 percent of all packet arrivals at L0, packet drops are forced
to L0 because of an empty queue at L1 in 4.4 percent of all drops for M = 5000
packets, 8.3 percent of all drops for M = 10000, and 22 percent of all drops for
M = 25000.

A forced packet drop at L0 decreases the loss-rate ratio. It takes relatively
long time to repair this since a drop at L0 has a larger impact than a drop at
L1. If a forced drop is not repaired before M arrivals, the loss-rate ratio will be
permanently too low. As can be observed in Fig. 1.4, larger fractions of forced
drops at L0 decreases the loss-rate ratio.

Figures 1.5 and 1.6 show simulation results when using the ADD estimator.
We present simulations with (w0, w1) = (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4) and (2,5).
The three first configurations are shown in Fig. 1.5 and the last three configu-
rations in Fig. 1.6. (w0, w1) = (1,4) and (2,5) approximates the equality in (2)
when arrival rates are equal at L0 and at L1.

Loss-rate ratios are degraded for low arrival fractions at L0 with the ADD
estimator (Figs. 1.5 and 1.6). This is because the ADD estimator detects an
increasing loss-rate more rapidly for L1 when there are more arrivals at L1 than
at L0. This property of the ADD estimator is discussed in Sect. 2.1. Without
RED smoothing actual loss-rates, the problem of different detection times cause
severe degradations in loss-rate ratios.

For configurations not satisfying (2) (i.e., (w0, w1) = (1,2), (1,3), (2,3) and
(2,4)), loss-rates are lower than for configurations that do (Figs. 1.5 and 1.6).
Lower w1 than given by (2) implies that changes in loss-rates are detected
faster at L1 than at L0 except for high arrival fractions at L0. For example,
with (w0, w1) = (1,2), λ0/λ1 needs to be 4.15 to satisfy (2). This means that
loss-rates are detected faster at L1 than at L0 for all arrival fractions at L0 up
to 80 percent. This percentage is similar with (w0, w1) = (2,3) as with (w0, w1)
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= (1,2). With (w0, w1) = (1,3) and (2,4), it is about 65 percent.
For high arrival fractions at L0, the fraction of forced drops from L0 gets high

for all configurations of the ADD estimator (i.e., (w0, w1) = (1,2) gives up to
6.4 percent forced drops, (1,3): 13 percent, (1,4): 21 percent, (2,3): 12 percent,
(2,4): 24 percent and (2,5): 32 percent). This suggests that loss-rate ratios
should be degraded for high arrival fractions at L0. However, since the invalid
ADDs problem cause increases in loss-rate ratios (Sect. 2.1), the degradation
expected from the high fractions of forced drops from L0 get balanced out so that
loss-rate ratios approximates the target loss-rate ratio of 10 (Figs. 1.5 and 1.6).
This explains the increase in loss-rate ratios with larger w1 in these simulations.

In Figs. 1.5 and 1.6, it can be seen that the ADD estimator provides capable
PLR differentiation for low arrival fractions at L0 with the configurations that
satisfy (2) (i.e., for (w0, w1) = (1,4) and (2,5)). The LHT estimator needs
large M to provide capable PLR differentiation for arrival fractions less than 15
percent (i.e., M = 25000 packets).

The (1,4) configuration of the ADD estimator is preferable before the (2,5)
configuration since it gives fewer forced drops. Moreover, the invalid ADDs
problem is less severe with small weights. Fewer forced drops and a less severe
invalid ADDs problem should make the PLR differentiation more robust.

4.3 Short-Term PLR Differentiation

For each of the two loss-rate estimators evaluated, we examine their short-term
PLR differentiation predictability. The simulations run for 360 seconds after
the warm-up period. Loss-rate ratios are measured 5 seconds interval. At 180
and 300 seconds, the distribution in number of TCP connections between L0

and L1 is changed. In the first 60 seconds after the warm-up, there are 15 TCP
connections at L0 and 285 TCP connections at L1. In the next 120 seconds
of the simulations, there are 150 TCP connections at each drop precedence
level. Finally, in the last 120 seconds of the simulations, there are 285 TCP
connections at L0 and 15 TCP connections at L1.

For this scenario, we have used the same parameters for the LHT estimator
and the ADD estimator as for the simulations presented in Sect. 4.2 (i.e., M
= 5000, 10000, 25000 and (w0,w1) = (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4) and ( 2,5)).
Fig. 1.7 shows simulation results for the LHT estimator with M = 5000 and
10000 packets and Fig. 1.8 for the LHT estimator with M = 10000 and 25000
packets. Thereafter, Fig. 1.9 through Fig. 1.12 show simulation results for the
different configurations of the ADD estimator.

When the arrival fraction at L0 is low or high, loss-rate ratios are closer to
the target loss-rate ratio with larger M (Figs. 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8). Using small
M , chances are that some levels have not ben targeted for a drop in the last
M arrivals, causing the estimated loss-rate to be zero for levels with low arrival
rate. With M = 5000 packets, this happens frequently for both low and high
arrival fractions at L0, but only for low arrival fractions at L0 with M = 10000
packets. With M = 25000 packets, estimated loss-rates become seldom zero for
levels with low arrival rate and loss-rate ratios therefore better approximate the
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Figure 1.7: Loss-rate ratios measured
over five seconds (M = 5000 and
10000).
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Figure 1.8: Loss-rate ratios measured
over five seconds (M = 10000 and
25000).
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Figure 1.9: Loss-rate ratios measured
over five seconds ((w0,w1) = (1,4) and
(1,3)).
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Figure 1.10: Loss-rate ratios measured
over five seconds ((w0,w1) = (2,5) and
(2,4)).

target loss-rate ratio. Figures 1.7 and 1.8 also shows that large M causes large
variation in loss-rate ratios. This is because larger M gives slower detection of
changed traffic load conditions.

For low arrival fractions at L0, the variation in loss-rate ratios is larger for
higher weights (before 180 seconds in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10). Nevertheless, this
variation is similar for the ADD estimator with (w0,w1) = (1,4) and for the
LHT estimator with M = 5000 packets (Fig. 1.7). The variation in loss-rate
ratios is smaller with M = 5000 packets than with M = 10000 or 25000 packets.

For high arrival fractions at L0 (after 300 seconds in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10),
the variation in loss-rate ratios is higher with the ADD estimator than with the
LHT estimator if a configuration satisfying (2) is used. The high variation with
the ADD estimator is caused by the invalid ADDs problem described in Sect.
2.1. Although all arriving packets at L1 are dropped, the loss-rate is increased
slowly due to very few packet arrivals at this level.

The variation in loss-rate ratios for high arrival fractions at L0 can be de-
creased by activating the method for detecting and updating idle levels shown
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in Fig 1.2. This method cannot however eliminate the variation in loss-rate
ratios for high arrival fractions at L0. Moreover, the method for detecting and
updating idle levels can cause long-term loss-rate ratios to deviate from the tar-
get loss-rate ratio. This is because of the frequent updates problem described
in Sect. 2.1.
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Figure 1.11: Loss-rate ratios measured
over five seconds ((w0,w1) = (1,2) and
(1,3)).
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Figure 1.12: Loss-rate ratios measured
over five seconds ((w0,w1) = (2,3) and
(2,4)).

4.4 Summary of Simulation Results

In Sect. 4.2, we examine differentiation predictability at a time-scale of two
minutes for the ADD estimator and the LHT estimator respectively. We show
that the LHT estimator needs large M to provide capable PLR differentiation
for arrival fractions less than 15 percent (i.e., M = 25000 packets). The ADD
estimator provides capable PLR differentiation for low arrival fractions at L0

with configurations that satisfy (2) (i.e., for (w0, w1) = (1,4) and (2,5)).
Next, in Sect. 4.3, we examine differentiation predictability at a time-scale

of five seconds for the two loss-rate estimators evaluated. When configured for
equal arrival rates at both drop precedence levels (i.e, for (w0, w1) = (1,4) and
(2,5)), the variation in loss-rate ratios is similar or lower with the ADD estimator
than with the LHT estimator (i.e., for M = 25000 packets). With M = 10000
packets, this variation is higher with the ADD estimator than with the LHT
estimator. Such a configuration of the LHT estimator does not however give
a capable PLR differentiation for low arrival fractions at L0. Hence, the LHT
estimator cannot provide both capable and robust PLR differentiation with one
configuration. Since the ADD estimator can be both capable and robust with
one configuration, we consider it more predictable than the LHT estimator.

4.5 Configuration Recommendations

The robustness of the PLR differentiation can be improved with the ADD esti-
mator by setting (w0,w1) = (1,3) or (w0,w1) = (2,4). Such configurations give
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robust PLR differentiation at high fractions of all traffic at L0, but less capable
PLR differentiation at most traffic distributions.

Simulations with different link speeds, RTTs and number of TCP flows indi-
cate that the above given configurations are not particularly sensitive to these
parameters8. The ADD estimator may however be sensitive to scenarios in
which the EWMA averaging function of RED gives an oscillating loss-rate (the
discontinuity in the standard RED drop function and/or some combinations
of link bandwidth, average packet size and load levels can cause such oscilla-
tions [53]). Our simulations do not cover such scenarios since the packet size
is fixed to 1460 bytes and all TCP flows have similar RTTs. We consider the
issue of analyzing oscillations of loss-rates caused by RED, evaluating different
averaging functions for RED and the ADD estimator, and examining new AQM
mechanisms that gives smother loss-rates as for further studies.

Based on our simulations, we recommend to set w0 = 1 and wi for other
Li using (2). If improved robustness is required at very high fractions of all
traffic at low drop precedence levels and less capable PLR differentiation can
be accepted, lower values of wi or higher values of w0 can be used than those
given by (2).

5 Implementation Complexity

In this section, we describe an efficient implementation of the ADD estimator
and the NLR selector. We also include an evaluation of the computational
cost of an implementation on a test platform. This evaluation show that the
overhead introduced by an implementation of ADD is small compared to other
tasks a router need to perform. The computational cost of these mechanisms
∈ O(n) (linear complexity), where n is the number of drop precedence levels.
Since n is expected to be small (e.g., n = 3 for DiffServ AF), we do not consider
this to be significant.

The ADD estimator is designed to allow implementation without floating-
point arithmetics, divisions, or multiplications.

To further improve the performance of the differentiation dropper, the drop
distance counter, di, is increased with σi instead of 1 upon packet drops at drop
precedence level i. This gives the inverse NLR, di · σi, without multiplications
(4).

di,n · σi = di,n−1 · σi · (1 − gi) + di · σi · gi (4)

The differentiation constants, σi, can be treated as fixed point decimal num-
bers so that relations with decimal precision can be configured by scaling σi

with a factor of 10p, where p is the desired number of decimal positions.

8Due to limited space, we do not show simulations with different link speeds, RTTs and
number of TCP flows.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we define a loss-rate estimator based on average drop distances
(ADDs). The ADD estimator is designed to offer robust and capable proportional
loss-rate (PLR) differentiation at varying traffic loads. We consider a PLR dif-
ferentiation robust if short-term loss-rate ratios have negligible variations and
capable if long-term loss-rate ratios approximate target loss-rate ratios reason-
able well at changing traffic load conditions.

We evaluate, through simulations, the PLR differentiation predictability of
the ADD estimator and an estimator implemented with a loss history table
(LHT) for two levels of drop precedence. These simulations show that the LHT
estimator cannot provide both robust and capable PLR differentiation with one
single M . For large M , the target loss-rate ratio is well approximated by the
loss-rate ratio at long time-scales. However, for such M , the short-term loss-rate
ratio can vary appreciably when traffic load varies.

For small M , low variation in the short-term loss-rate ratio is obtained at
varying traffic loads, but it does not reach the target loss-rate ratio at long
lime-scales. For the ADD estimator, weights can be found that gives both
robust and capable PLR differentiation (i.e. the short-term loss-rate ratio has
low variation and the long-term loss-rate ratio approximates the target loss-rate
ratio). The ADD estimator requires however that the actual loss-rate is smooth
(e.g. by using RED). Without proper smoothing of the actual loss-rate, the
ADD estimator may not give predictable PLR differentiation.

To evaluate the performance of the ADD estimator, we have implemented
a PLR dropper using the ADD estimator in the kernel of FreeBSD. With three
levels of drop precedence supported, this dropper needs only 131 clock cycles
in average to update ADDs and 59 clock cycles in average to select from which
precedence level to drop on an Intel Pentium II 350Mhz.
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End-to-End Measurements on

Performance Penalties of IPv4 Options

Pierre Fransson Andreas Jonsson

Abstract

IP version 4 specifies options that extends the basic IP header and also
allow new functions to be added to IP without breaking existing imple-
mentations. Since options must always be inspected routers, it is generally
believed that routers prioritize ordinary packets over packets carrying op-
tions in a way that significantly impacts the performance of options. This
article presents an experiment based on end-to-end probing using UDP
packets, capturing the performance penalties associated with IPv4 op-
tions. Analysis of experiment results quantifies the impact of IPv4 options
on forwarding performance in terms of delay, jitter and loss rate. From
the analysis it can be concluded that there is a slight increase in delay
and jitter and severely increased loss rate.

1 Introduction

IPv4 options are a generic and simple way of transmitting per packet information
pertinent to network layer components, e.g., routers and hosts [48]. Besides the
options in the specification, such as loose source routing, record route and In-
ternet timestamp, IPv4 options have recently and in the past been proposed for
several other custom extensions. A small and non-exhaustive list of these exten-
sions include: conveying information between different layers in the networking
stack [55], providing quality of service in ad hoc networks [37], propagating the
priority of a real-time media stream to a receiver [42], as method of enabling Ac-
tive Networks [7, 54] and for multicast schemes [44, 47]. The existence of these
proposals show that even though ip-options were conceived over two decades
ago, there still exists the need for their functionality.

Unfortunately IPv4 packets containing options are reputed to be treated
as second class citizens in the networking world, supposedly causing packets
containing options to suffer from increased delay, increased jitter and dropped
packets, compared to packets without options. Despite these alleged short-
comings of IP options there does not appear to exist any recent measurements
of their impact.

The generally referred to reason, as to why packets containing options are
exposed to greater delay, jitter and drops, is that routers are unable to handle
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options using fast-path forwarding. A reason for this is that when router hard-
ware was developed in the end of the 1980’s, IP options were not commonly
used. Therefore router designers optimized for the common case, i.e., pack-
ets without options, thereby reducing complexity. Furthermore since options
were rarely used, there did not seem to be any reason to handle options at line
speed [6].

One example is Cisco routers, which do not process options in hardware. As
options may be used for denial of service on those routers, Cisco has introduced
the possibility to drop or ignore packets with options [1].

Firewalls are also problematic, since these tend to be configured to drop
everything except the most common types of packets. It can be noted, however,
that this practice will always be an obstacle when deploying new functionality
in the Internet.

This is a study of the performance difference packets with options experience
compared to packets with no options. Data from network measurements based
on UDP packets with and without options is analyzed with various statistical
methods. If ICMP ping packets are used instead, it would be possible to study
a wider area of the Internet. ICMP packets are, however, often forwarded
differently than other packets, which would lessen the validity of the study.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
measurement method and the measured network. Section 3 presents the results
and the statistical analysis of the data. Section 4 discusses an alternative to
options. Finally, section 5 concludes the article.

2 Testing the Impact of IP-Options

This section presents a test consisting of experiments designed to discover char-
acteristics of the difference in forwarding performance caused by the presence
of an option. First, the metric of interest is described and a method for measur-
ing this. This is followed by a description of the measured network and details
on how statistical data is gathered. The data set and the software used for
gathering the data can be downloaded from the web [30].

2.1 A Method for Measuring Difference in Forwarding
Performance

The measurements captures time in transit of packets with and without options.
Time in transit is the time between the moment a packet is sent until the moment
it is received. The procedure to measure time in transit for a probe packet sent
by host S to host R is as follows: Let ts be the local time of S immediately
before passing the packet to the send system call and tr the local time of R
immediately after the receive system call returns the packet. The resulting
time in transit, t = tr − ts, includes a potentially large error caused by the fact
that S and R do not share a clock.
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There are two types of probe packets, one which includes IP-options (packets
of this type are called O-packets) and one without (called N-packets). A sample
is obtained by sending one N-packet and one O-packet and subtracting the
times in transit. (This value is also called delay-difference.) This yields an
accurate measurement of the difference, since the errors caused by S and R
having different clocks cancel out each other.

Both O-packets and N-packets are UDP packets with payloads consisting of
a unique sequence number (32 bits) and the send time, ts, (64 bits). O-packets
have the IP header length set to 6 words and bit 160 to 191 (i.e., the options) in
the IP-header set to 0. The first octet among the options should be interpreted
as “end of option list” and should not require any processing by routers [48].
N-packets includes 32 bits padding to be equally long as the O-packets (totally
44 octets, including headers).

2.2 The Network

Fifteen hosts from the resilient overlay network [2] and the network that connects
them constitutes the subset of the Internet that has been measured. The nodes
and the paths between the nodes is part of the public Internet. There is one host
in Sweden, one in Canada, one in the Netherlands, and the rest of the hosts are at
different locations in the USA. The network paths covered by the measurements
traverse networks of several different service providers, such as: ATT Canada
Telecom Services, ATT Worldnet, Sprint (Sprintlink DK), AOL Transit Data
Network, Level 3 Communications, and e.spire Communications. Several of
the networks traversed during the test were large university networks, such as:
Nordunet, Sunet, Surfnet, Geant, MIT, Harvard and University of Utah. The
hosts and their locations are listed in table 2.1. Although the resilient overlay
network provides features for routing at the application layer, this is not used
in the test.

2.3 How Statistical Data is Gathered

An experiment involves a pair of hosts and consists of a set of samples. Within
each sample two packets are sent as close in time as possible in randomized order.
The randomization of send order is vital for the statistical analysis. Without it,
packet transmissions cannot be said to be independent. Randomization ensures
that systematic errors and network peculiarities do not bias the results.

During an experiment, samples are sent according to a Poisson process with
intensity 0.0278 (about 2 samples per minute) to produce temporally unbiased
measurements [45]. The receiver stores the send time, ts, the receive time tr
and the sequence number of each received packet in a log file for later analysis.
Data was gathered under a time period of 174 hours starting at Apr 18 2003. All
pairs among the 15 hosts ran two experiments (one in each direction) resulting
in 210 data sets. The next section presents the analysis of these.
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Table 2.1: The hosts used in the test

host location

ron0 MIT
ron2 Utah
ron3 Denver?
ron4 Cambridge, MA
ron5 Lule̊a
ron11 Cornell
ron15 MIT
ron18 US
ron22 MIT
ron23 US (ATT)
ron24 NL
ron31 US (Teleglob)
ron33 Canada
ron35 New Jersey
ron36 San Diego

3 Results

In this section the data sets collected by the probing application, are subject to
statistical analysis with respect to delay, jitter and loss rates.

Based on the widely accepted notion that packets carrying options receive
inferior treatment on the Internet, being forced to traverse the slow path through
routers [1,6], we initially made the following assumptions regarding delay, jitter
and loss rate:

• O-packets are delayed to a greater extent than N-packets. Most likely to
such an extent that they are rendered useless for real-time applications.

• O-packets are subjected to larger jitter than N-packets. Probably to such
an extent that they become useless for real-time applications.

• O-packets are subjected to higher loss rates than N-packets. Presumably
to such an extent that they are hazardous to use for any application.

Regarding the two first assumptions, delay and jitter, the results show that
for this test there is indeed a penalty of extra delay and an increase in jitter for
O-packets. The increase in delay can be confirmed for all experiments except
one at a very high level of confidence. The increase in jitter has not been verified
using a statistical test, but comparisons of the Inter Quantile Ranges (see 3.3)
show that for a majority of the experiments, the dispersion of O-packets is much
larger than the dispersion of N-packets. While these differences exist for this
test, it is not, however, certain that the absolute differences are so great as to
render O-packets useless for real-time applications. The largest median of the
delay-differences, see section 3.2, is 28 milliseconds and the majority of IQRs for
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O-packets are below 40 milliseconds. While extra delay never is a good thing,
it is not certain that these values are large enough to be harmful.

Regarding the loss rates, the results do confirm our initial assumption. While
not all experiments show signs of greater loss-rate for O-packets compared to
N-packets, a substantial amount do show a large increase in loss rate. The
most important finding is that many of the experiments exhibit exceptionally
high loss-rates (up to 100%) for O-packets. While it is not possible to draw the
conclusion that this behavior would be repeated in other tests, it is not possible
to say that it could not occur. If the number of experiments with exceptionally
high loss rates from this test are anything to judge by, then it would most likely
be very unsound to advocate the use of options in any networking proposal that
could see widespread use.

The observed differences in delay, jitter and packet losses corroborate the no-
tion that a significant number of routers handle IP options via the “slow path”.
The results show that the penalty for taking the slow path is not negligible and
can in the case of packet losses be severely detrimental to any application using
IP options.

3.1 Analysis of Result Data

The data sets resulting from each experiment are statistically analyzed by var-
ious scripts (which can be obtained from the web [30]). The results of the
analysis are presented in the tables 2.2–2.9. All tables are presented in the
same format. The rows represent receiving hosts and the columns represent
sending hosts. The elements in the table are the resulting statistical values for
each experiment.

To ensure that the statistics from each experiment is based on a large enough
sample size, the tables only include values where the sample size is at least 500.
The only exceptions to this are the tables concerning loss-rate statistics, since
these statistics are only based on the quantities of lost packets and not on values
derived from the samples themselves.

On average, each experiment has resulted in a data set of roughly 17,000
samples. For the host ron24, fewer samples were received (approximately 8,000)
due to the host being down for a prolonged period of time. Unfortunately, all
experiments gathered by ron23 were lost due to a reconfiguration of the host
after the test had been concluded. All tables therefore exhibit an absence of
data at the row corresponding to ron23. However, since data sent from ron23
is present in the tables, the corresponding row remains in the table.

The tables relating to loss-rates, only present statistics from 196 data sets,
since the data sets received by ron23 were lost. For all other tables the number
of presented statistics is 166, due to the removal of data sets with less than 500
samples.
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3.2 Analysis of Delay

To determine if O-packets experience greater delay than N-packets, the differ-
ence in delay for each sample was examined. Since the packets in a sample is
sent back-to-back, the networking conditions experienced should more or less
identical. As mentioned earlier the order between O-packets and N-packets
within a sample were randomized to avoid dependencies due to run order. Also,
the time intervals between samples were randomly selected from an exponential
distribution to ensure independence between all sample-pairs. For convenience,
the difference in delay between the O-packet and the N-packet for each sample
is hereafter referred to as delay-difference. Throughout this section, subscript
N is used for variables corresponding to N-packets and subscript O for variables
corresponding to O-packets.

Initially the delay model in (1) was assumed. The delay experienced by
a packet (y) is determined by an average delay (μ) and a random error (ε),
which is a normally distributed and independent random variable. The result-
ing delay-difference for each sample (yO−yN) would therefore also be a normally
distributed and independent random variable. It was, however, quickly deter-
mined that the assumption of normality did not hold (i.e., the random variables
εO and εN were not normally distributed). The delay histograms of nearly all
experiments showed clear signs of being skewed and long-tailed. The delay his-
tograms bear close resemblance to the delay histograms found in [10], where
parts of the RIPE NCC measurements of end-to-end delay were analyzed. The
histogram in Fig. 2.1 and the normal probability plot in Fig. 2.2 are typical of
most of the experiments and clearly show that the assumptions of normality
are violated. It should be noted that although Fig. 2.1 can be considered as
a typical example of the general shape of the distributions, there exists large
variations in the location of central tendency, dispersion and the extent to which
the distributions are skewed and long-tailed.

yO = μO + εO

yN = μN + εN
(1)

Because the delay distributions of the experiments are rather heavily skewed
and long-tailed, the mean is not an appropriate measure of the central tendency
of the delay-difference [23]. A better measure of central tendency is instead the
median, M . Evaluation of the delay-difference was therefore performed using
the median for each experiment. It is easy to realize that if there on average are
no differences in delay between O-packets and N-packets, the median would be
very close to zero and about 50% of the delay-differences would have negative
signs and the other half should have positive signs.

Table 2.2 shows the medians of the delay-difference for all experiments.
While most experiments have a median value of a few milliseconds, there are
a number of experiments with substantially higher medians. Experiments with
medians greater than 20 milliseconds are highlighted.

In order to determine whether the observed medians indicate a statistically
significant delay-difference, we have used the non-parametric sign-test [23] to
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Figure 2.2: Normal probability plot of delay-differences

test the hypothesis in (2) for each experiment. If we are able to reject the
null hypothesis at a high confidence level, we can conclude (at the given level
of confidence) that O-packets are indeed delayed to a greater extent for an
individual experiment.
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Table 2.2: Medians of delay-differences for all experiments [milliseconds]
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 23.2 7.85 3.40 4.98 4.16 4.99 9.26 - 6.09 5.15 - 4.50 13.8 28.0
ron2 20.9 - 2.68 2.39 19.9 16.9 3.94 2.26 2.61 14.9 22.7 - 4.90 4.68 8.62
ron3 5.20 2.49 - 2.95 13.0 3.60 4.69 - 1.76 19.1 13.0 3.24 4.73 2.12 -
ron4 2.29 2.98 3.25 - 3.30 3.35 2.83 3.03 - 13.5 2.80 - 9.42 8.41 5.68
ron5 3.99 21.7 3.81 4.82 - 3.03 4.28 28.0 - 20.7 3.41 4.43 16.7 25.7 27.0
ron11 8.99 17.5 4.08 3.30 7.35 - 1.77 3.66 - 12.8 8.75 4.72 2.78 18.5 22.0
ron15 3.37 1.97 - −2.43 1.72 2.46 - 1.24 1.73 10.7 2.21 0.73 2.20 5.42 3.94
ron18 4.12 1.02 - 1.41 7.59 - 0.28 - - 16.6 - 6.62 14.3 14.0 8.11
ron22 3.52 2.21 1.56 - 5.24 2.61 3.35 - - - - - 2.37 - -
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 3.39 22.4 11.4 2.83 3.64 1.77 10.5 27.2 - 18.4 - 2.80 15.7 7.72 27.1
ron31 3.70 - 3.27 2.51 7.74 2.82 3.36 2.66 - 15.7 7.19 - 2.10 9.57 10.6
ron33 24.0 18.6 16.4 15.3 22.9 2.90 4.71 16.0 - 12.9 - - - 5.96 26.5
ron35 24.0 13.4 23.4 22.5 24.4 19.6 9.56 8.21 - 22.5 - 8.84 7.95 - 20.0
ron36 25.6 8.11 7.69 6.51 24.9 21.3 6.93 6.05 - 19.8 27.3 3.22 8.56 15.5 -

Table 2.3: Probability that H0 is correct. Zero-values indicate a probability less
than 2.2 · 10−16

ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0
ron2 0 - 0 0 0 0 2.34 · 10−12 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
ron3 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
ron4 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0
ron5 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
ron11 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
ron15 0 0 - 1.00 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ron18 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 - - 0 - 0 0 0 0
ron22 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - - - - - 0 - -
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 0
ron31 0 - 0 0 0 0 0.02092 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0
ron33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - - - 0 0
ron35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0
ron36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 -

H0 : M = 0
H1 : M > 0 (2)

Table 2.3 shows the probabilities for each experiment, that the the null
hypothesis, H0, is correct. A value of 0 indicates a probability value (P-value)
less than 2.2 · 10−16, the smallest value attainable given the precision of the
statistical calculations. As can be seen from the table only three experiments
have a P-value greater than 2.2 · 10−16. For all other experiments the null
hypothesis can be rejected at an incredibly high level of confidence. Of the other
three experiments, there is only one experiment where H0 cannot be rejected at
any reasonable level of confidence.

In other words, all but one experiment show at a tremendous level of con-
fidence that packets carrying options experience higher delay than ordinary
packets. On the other hand the extra incurred delay is small.

3.3 Analysis of Jitter

It is possible to determine if O-packets experience higher jitter than N-packets,
by examining the difference in dispersion between the two packet types. The
obvious choice to measure dispersion would be the sample variance. Variance,
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Table 2.4: Inter Quantile Ranges of O-packets for all experiments [milliseconds]
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 25.9 52.1 5.85 15.1 9.07 27.9 20.4 - 21.8 14.3 - 12.0 24.7 29.1
ron2 25.1 - 31.3 1.57 28.0 21.1 11.1 6.62 1.52 24.4 24.7 - 11.5 17.6 12.9
ron3 42.8 3.29 - 18.6 75.6 54.0 125 - 2.78 49.0 65.7 50.1 89.0 46.3 -
ron4 6.08 15.4 40.1 - 8.39 15.7 15.6 11.4 - 26.5 10.5 - 22.5 21.0 10.4
ron5 15.2 28.7 88.5 18.8 - 24.7 47.8 85.8 - 43.1 29.1 28.1 43.9 60.1 31.7
ron11 16.7 20.8 655 605 18.2 - 698 607 - 630 16.5 625 624 618 23.9
ron15 3.64 1.40 - 2.42 3.27 13.2 - 8.79 1.18 25.1 4.81 4.76 2.60 18.0 9.30
ron18 22.9 17.6 - 17.6 39.2 - 54.8 - - 40.7 - 46.0 32.8 35.8 19.7
ron22 8.91 3.95 9.97 - 34.8 22.8 44.7 - - - - - 9.99 - -
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 11.2 24.4 62.1 11.9 29.8 7.17 48.1 78.8 - 40.1 - 24.5 39.4 24.3 26.7
ron31 13.1 - 47.7 6.14 27.0 20.9 4.86 39.0 - 31.4 24.8 - 2.40 24.2 23.7
ron33 28.8 1.69 90.7 19.9 32.1 20.4 52.2 30.8 - 32.2 - - - 27.2 27.7
ron35 32.3 23.8 71.8 26.1 38.0 32.8 62.6 26.6 - 38.0 - 21.9 24.1 - 27.5
ron36 27.2 12.6 33.3 13.1 30.5 22.9 62.2 20.7 - 32.1 27.5 7.34 25.1 29.9 -

however, is difficult to interpret for distributions that are both skewed and long-
tailed. A better measure is therefore the use of the Inter Quantile Range (IQR),
defined as the difference between the 3rd and the 1st quartiles, Q3 and Q1

respectively. A benefit of using the IQR is that it is an intuitive metric; half
of the packets are “closer to each other” (measured in time) than the value of
the IQR and the other half of the packets are “further apart” (also measured in
time) than the value of the IQR.

Table 2.4 shows the IQRs for O-packets. The highlighted values, 15.7% of
all experiments (26/166), have IQR values greater than 50 milliseconds, which
can be regarded as a rather large delay if real-time applications are considered.
For the N-packets 4.8% (8/166) have an IQR that is above 50 milliseconds.
These are the experiments with IQRs above 500 milliseconds, all received by
the host ron11. This shows that while O-packets often seem susceptible to
higher jitter, there are still networking conditions that can cause substantially
larger variations for both packet types.

A more comprehensive comparison of the IQR of both packets types is shown
in table 2.5, which shows the quotients of the IQR for O-packets and the IQR
for N-packets (IQRO/IQRN). The IQR quotients span the range from 192 to
0.97. The highlighted values, quotients greater than 10, account for 28.9% of all
the values. Only one quotient is less than 1.0, where the IQR for O-packets is
actually less than the IQR for N-packets. Lastly, quotients in the range 1.0−2.0
and 2.0 − 10.0 account for 15.7% and 54.8% respectively. All in all, quotients
greater than 2.0 account for 83.4% of the experiments.

Finally, an important part of analyzing jitter is to examine how bad the
worst case delays are and how these are distributed over time. This is especially
important when considering the impact on real-time applications. By examining
the proportion of O-packets that are heavily delayed compared to N-packets
(e.g., > 100 milliseconds), it is possible to get an impression of how a real-time
application would cope with the extra delay. It is also important to understand
how these heavily delayed packets are distributed over time since this also affects
how an application copes with large delays. For instance, while a real-time
application can be assumed to cope with large delays if they occur in isolation
and far apart. This is not the case if long continuous sequences of packets are
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Table 2.5: Quotient of IQR (IQRO/IQRN) for all experiments
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 21.6 40.0 2.32 4.08 6.01 4.49 9.64 - 1.83 3.38 - 8.15 2.56 18.2
ron2 57.2 - 54.2 1.39 22.6 97.3 2.82 8.66 4.04 2.10 6.14 - 31.1 1.80 16.6
ron3 36.1 4.37 - 12.0 77.2 6.02 31.8 - 1.39 4.03 16.4 20.1 192 4.90 -
ron4 1.48 23.4 53.1 - 5.16 1.42 1.56 8.80 - 1.66 2.36 - 28.4 2.07 6.36
ron5 3.34 6.42 82.2 11.0 - 1.36 11.1 60.4 - 3.72 6.90 10.5 40.4 6.23 7.32
ron11 33.4 89.7 1.06 1.00 5.47 - 1.01 1.02 - 1.00 4.41 1.02 1.02 1.02 26.7
ron15 5.98 2.92 - 1.24 2.80 1.20 - 8.52 2.08 1.74 1.30 1.01 5.13 2.15 9.12
ron18 2.83 2.19 - 2.07 4.85 - 3.58 - - 2.32 - 5.54 4.09 2.79 2.45
ron22 6.73 6.84 1.13 - 22.3 2.09 4.96 - - - - - 7.99 - -
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 3.05 6.20 17.3 3.46 7.31 1.89 9.81 18.8 - 2.90 - 3.88 10.2 3.81 7.44
ron31 11.0 - 19.5 3.79 10.5 2.43 1.04 15.4 - 2.62 3.89 - 0.97 2.48 6.88
ron33 8.28 2.28 172 11.9 31.4 2.24 12.8 34.5 - 2.77 - - - 2.88 28.4
ron35 3.12 2.20 6.65 2.33 3.45 2.56 2.82 2.34 - 2.09 - 1.95 2.49 - 2.68
ron36 31.1 16.6 35.1 6.25 9.14 19.5 3.10 12.8 - 2.16 7.79 2.07 28.2 3.00 -

Table 2.6: 5% worst case delay-differences for all experiments [milliseconds]
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 122 218 65.5 164 87.3 71.4 153 - 82.1 98.8 - 173 171 114
ron2 111 - 215 11.7 158 72.6 11.2 94.7 111 43.6 98.0 - 134 128 46.6
ron3 221 67.4 - 205 223 202 213 - 8.47 208 217 206 235 204 -
ron4 54.0 47.2 201 - 118 21.2 11.9 94.6 - 40.9 65.4 - 145 119 36.3
ron5 160 151 235 127 - 129 114 212 - 138 140 139 189 195 149
ron11 93.6 71.7 204 15.5 137 - 24.6 110 - 46.7 84.2 87.3 133 141 74.7
ron15 57.7 14.1 - 3.95 114 11.4 - 89.4 61.1 38.0 55.2 1.22 128 120 31.0
ron18 139 113 - 98.7 163 - 88.2 - - 113 - 173 168 164 97.7
ron22 120 91.9 6.46 - 162 112 77.9 - - - - - 163 - -
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 98.0 98.1 212 74.9 139 73.0 117 199 - 97.2 - 100 155 129 92.9
ron31 92.4 - 202 46.7 140 62.5 4.03 173 - 63.5 107 - 128 125 90.1
ron33 184 136 246 142 192 139 128 177 - 136 - - - 177 149
ron35 172 141 229 130 184 140 123 163 - 130 - 123 177 - 133
ron36 104 46.2 202 44.0 136 70.3 75.1 102 - 62.4 94.9 24.8 165 132 -

heavily delayed.

Each entry in table 2.6 shows the lower bound of the 5% largest delay-
differences for each experiment. The lower bound of the 5% largest delay-
differences exceeds 100 milliseconds in 62% of the experiments (highlighted in
the table); the lower bound of the 10% largest delay-differences exceeds 100
milliseconds in 25.3% of the experiments; the lower bound of the 20% largest
delay-differences exceeds 100 milliseconds in 4.2% of the experiments. It is
obvious from the table 2.6 and the numbers presented above that a substantial
amount of O-packets are delayed in excess of 100 milliseconds, when compared
to N-packets. The question of how these packets are distributed therefore needs
to be answered. Fig. 2.3 shows a typical example of how the 5%–0.1% largest
delay-differences1 are distributed in time. As can be seen in the figure, there
does not seem to exist any apparent pattern that would suggest an uneven
distribution of the largest delay-differences. The rest of the experiments show
similar distributions, indicating that large delay-differences are spread out well,
not occurring in long continuous sequences.

1The 0.1% largest delay-differences (18 values) have been omitted from the figure, in order
to provide better resolution. In total Fig. 2.3 shows approximately 840 values
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the 5%–0.1% largest delay-differences

3.4 Analysis of Loss rate

The most significant impact of using IPv4 options is if the likelihood of packets
being lost is increased. If this is the case, options not only become unsafe to
use for real-time applications but also for all other applications.

Table 2.7 and table 2.8 shows the proportion of lost packets, for O-packets
and N-packets respectively. The highlighted values in table 2.7 indicate experi-
ments with loss rates of 15% or higher, accounting for 22.9% of all experiments
(many of them close or equal to 100%). This can be compared to the highest
loss rate for N-packets which is only 3.5%, highlighted in table 2.8. In table 2.7,
14.3% of the experiments exhibit loss-rates of 99.9% or higher for O-packets,
and while most of these experiments (17 out of 28) either emanate from or are
received by the host ron22, there is still a large proportion that are not directly
coupled to ron22. Continuing the categorization, 5.6% of all the experiments
exhibit loss-rates between 49% to 99.9%, and 3.1% of the experiments exhibit
loss-rates between 15% and 49%. Although, as mentioned earlier, many of the
experiments containing large loss-rates are related to one host, ron22, the rest
of the large loss-rates are evenly spread out. This is easily realized by noting
that even if ron22 is removed from table 2.7, there is only one sender (ron35 )
and one receiver (ron5 ) that would not be associated with any experiments
experiencing loss-rates greater than 15%.

A comparison of the loss-rates of O-packets and N-packets is shown in ta-
ble 2.9, which contains the quotient between the number of lost O-packets and
the number of lost N-packets (#lostO/#lostN). The highlighted values are the
quotients that are larger than 2.0, accounting for 44.9% of all the experiments.
The values that are both highlighted and italicized are loss rates that are higher
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Table 2.7: Proportion of lost O-packets for all experiments [%]
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 0.22 1.16 0.34 1.00 0.27 0.48 0.68 100 0.19 0.38 99.4 0.19 0.46 0.16
ron2 0.53 - 0.08 0.11 0.78 0.22 0.16 0.54 1.30 0.18 0.03 100.0 0.04 0.11 0.03
ron3 0.99 2.24 - 0.08 0.75 0.50 0.15 100 0.28 0.14 0.57 0.07 0.01 0.09 100
ron4 1.11 0.67 0.25 - 0.84 0.58 0.16 0.55 100 0.17 0.37 100 0.23 0.83 0.03
ron5 1.28 0.91 0.65 0.79 - 0.78 0.73 1.23 100 0.87 0.33 0.70 0.79 0.83 0.95
ron11 0.53 0.15 50.0 2.13 0.76 - 2.58 2.60 100 2.46 0.43 51.7 2.16 2.14 0.07
ron15 2.74 2.54 100 1.42 2.31 2.11 - 2.02 1.82 1.72 3.56 1.63 1.66 1.76 1.42
ron18 0.54 0.42 100 0.09 0.78 98.0 0.14 - 100 0.21 100 0.03 0.04 0.16 0.03
ron22 3.71 2.40 0.19 100.0 1.49 0.56 0.22 100.0 - 100.0 100 100 0.14 100.0 100
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 0.23 0.01 0.39 49.4 0.40 0.42 0.94 1.20 100 49.2 - 0.61 50.0 0.74 0.19
ron31 1.33 100 0.20 0.32 0.85 0.61 0.46 0.78 100 0.34 0.70 - 0.25 0.30 49.4
ron33 1.70 49.7 71.7 0.06 0.95 0.49 1.46 0.46 100 0.12 100 100.0 - 0.07 0.02
ron35 1.36 0.56 50.0 0.12 0.75 0.64 0.29 0.65 100 0.24 100.0 0.07 0.12 - 0.13
ron36 18.5 18.2 0.15 0.22 18.8 18.6 31.5 0.59 100 0.25 20.1 0.13 0.18 0.23 -

Table 2.8: Proportion of lost N-packets for all experiments [%]
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 0.29 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.44 0.60 0.81 0.58 0.26 0.46 0.41 0.33 0.49 0.35
ron2 0.63 - 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.20 0.16 0.55 0.44 0.17 0.03 0.10 0.07 0.12 0.02
ron3 1.22 3.09 - 0.02 0.03 0.43 0.15 0.59 0.20 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.02 0.11 0.01
ron4 1.33 0.06 0.05 - 0.04 0.46 0.15 0.53 0.16 0.18 0.26 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.02
ron5 0.69 0.08 0.02 0.02 - 0.12 0.16 0.49 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.04
ron11 0.66 0.11 2.21 2.24 0.16 - 2.58 2.79 2.38 2.48 0.36 2.03 2.19 2.36 0.07
ron15 2.31 1.67 1.74 1.36 1.56 2.00 - 2.01 1.82 1.74 3.58 1.58 1.59 1.76 1.43
ron18 0.61 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.66 0.14 - 0.17 0.21 0.23 0.03 0.02 0.16 0.02
ron22 0.87 3.06 0.13 0.09 0.09 0.54 0.21 0.59 - 0.22 0.28 0.24 0.11 0.25 0.09
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 0.24 0.00 0.13 0.22 0.15 0.42 0.51 0.68 0.18 0.41 - 0.20 0.36 1.04 0.18
ron31 1.57 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.68 0.49 0.73 0.34 0.26 0.31 - 0.14 0.19 0.21
ron33 1.56 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.45 0.22 0.54 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.07 - 0.09 0.03
ron35 0.95 0.15 0.06 0.11 0.09 0.66 0.30 0.66 0.25 0.24 0.19 0.06 0.13 - 0.14
ron36 0.58 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.50 0.18 0.11 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.14 -

Table 2.9: Quotient between # of lost O-packets and # of lost N-packets
ron0 ron2 ron3 ron4 ron5 ron11 ron15 ron18 ron22 ron23 ron24 ron31 ron33 ron35 ron36

ron0 - 0.76 3.03 0.88 2.61 0.60 0.80 0.83 174 0.72 0.84 244 0.58 0.94 0.44
ron2 0.84 - 1.00 1.80 13.2 1.09 1.00 0.98 2.99 1.07 1.00 1048 0.58 0.90 1.25
ron3 0.81 0.73 - 3.50 21.8 1.14 1.00 171 1.39 0.92 3.83 1.33 0.67 0.84 8687
ron4 0.84 10.4 5.50 - 20.7 1.27 1.04 1.03 615 0.94 1.41 2894 8.00 5.76 1.67
ron5 1.85 11.9 28.2 34.5 - 6.43 4.70 2.54 492 4.44 2.55 12.2 22.8 5.54 23.7

ron11 0.80 1.39 22.6 0.95 4.75 - 1.00 0.93 42.0 0.99 1.20 25.4 0.99 0.91 1.00
ron15 1.19 1.52 57.5 1.04 1.48 1.06 - 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.03 1.04 1.00 0.99
ron18 0.88 5.46 4333 4.00 11.3 149 0.96 - 585 0.97 436 1.20 1.75 1.00 1.67
ron22 4.24 0.78 1.55 1150 16.2 1.04 1.05 169 - 459 360 424 1.32 396 1173
ron23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ron24 0.95 1/0 2.91 226 2.75 1.00 1.86 1.75 562 120 - 3.12 138 0.71 1.07
ron31 0.85 508 1.06 1.70 4.97 0.90 0.93 1.07 298 1.30 2.27 - 1.72 1.56 230
ron33 1.08 394 1795 2.00 12.7 1.09 6.68 0.84 546 0.81 541 1467 - 0.87 0.50
ron35 1.43 3.84 796 1.11 8.25 0.97 0.98 0.99 405 1.00 518 1.18 0.87 - 0.96
ron36 31.7 338 2.17 13.0 193 146 171 1.18 560 2.20 120 23/0 31.0 1.60 -

than 2.0, but which were not highlighted in table 2.7. These values account for
21.9% of all the experiments, indicating that O-packets do not only have higher
loss rates when drastic amounts of losses occur (here meaning greater than 15%)
but also in cases of less severe loss rates.

Finally, an important question that arises, is if the drastic loss rates (> 15%)
seen for O-packets, manifest themselves as long continuous sequences of losses
or if losses are evenly distributed. If losses occur as long continuous sequences,
a possible explanation for the high loss rates might be that traffic was rerouted
during a period, traversing a router that discards all O-packets. Another ex-
planation could be that excessive load triggers a state in some routers resulting
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Figure 2.4: Plot of long continuous loss sequence

in loss of all packets for a prolonged period of time. In either case it is clear
that long continuous sequences of losses is very hard for any application to deal
with. Should however losses be evenly spread out over the entire transmission,
this indicates that O-packets might simply incur a higher loss rate, which is
evenly distributed in time. It turns out that both types of loss patterns can
be observed. Fig. 2.4 shows an example of long continuous loss sequences, re-
sulting in 31.5% loss of O-packets. The topmost graph shows the occurrences
of received and lost packets plotted against the packet sequence numbers. The
bottommost graph shows the cumulative sum of all the occurring losses. As can
be seen there is a sudden change in the cumulative sum close to packet sequence
number 24000, showing clearly that losses are not spread out evenly over the en-
tire transmission. Fig. 2.5 in turn, shows an example of losses occurring evenly
resulting in 49.7% loss of O-packets. Of the experiments with packets losses in
the range of 15% to 80%, two experiments can be categorized as long continuous
sequences of losses and the other 13 experiments, as evenly distributed losses.

3.5 Discussion of Results

It is important to note, that while it is possible to perform statistically signifi-
cant tests on each individual experiment, this does not hold for tests aimed at
comparing the outcome of different experiments to each other. The reason for
this is that the different experiments cannot be guaranteed to be independent
from each other, a critical requirement for most statistical tests. It is in fact
quite likely that several of the flow generated by the experiments share routers
that may be of consequence with regards to delay, jitter and loss rate. Further-
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Figure 2.5: Plot of evenly distributed losses

more, the hosts in the test cannot be said to have been completely randomly
selected from all hosts on the Internet. The participating hosts have been se-
lected from the set of available ron-nodes (which we were kindly allowed to use).
Neither has selection amongst ron-nodes been completely random. We have for
instance strived to avoid hosts that were close to each other with regards to the
number of intermediate routers, since it could potentially have been problematic
to detect differences in delay if the delays were very small to begin with. Finding
out the parts of the end-to-end paths that are shared and which of those parts
that contribute to the differences in delay, jitter and packet loss is a difficult
task, as it requires information about internal network details which network
owners and adminstrators are often reluctant to share such information.

However, for the sake of this investigation the above issues are not a problem.
The intention of this investigation is not to model the behavior of IPv4 options
on the Internet as whole, a task which is of course much greater and perhaps
even infeasible. Instead we focus on the observations that can be made for this
test, arguing that while the observed problems cannot be proven to manifest
themselves throughout the Internet, it cannot be ruled out that these problems
would not be encountered elsewhere on the Internet.

4 An Alternative to IP-Options

It is clear that the use of built in IP options for customizing the IP header results
in degraded forwarding performance. An alternative is to use custom extension
headers instead. To achieve this, a chain of extension headers follows the IP
header. The protocol number field in the IP header is redefined to indicate the
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type of the next header. The format could be identical to IP version 6 extension
headers [22].

For backwards compatibility, the use of this feature must be negotiated be-
forehand. There is an unused bit in the IP-header which can be used for this
negotiation. RFC791 specifies that this bit must be set to zero and that its value
must be ignored [48]. Hence, assuming that implementations have followed the
specification, this bit can be set to one to indicate support for extension headers.
This is a good use of the unused bit, as it provides opportunity for arbitrary
extensions of the IPv4 header.

Firewalls will still be a problem. There is no reasonable way to allow com-
pliancy with current firewall practice2. Instead, either firewall configurations
must be updated or worked around with transport layer IP-tunnels.

5 Conclusions

The belief that packets carrying options (O-packets) are subject to inferior treat-
ment compared to ordinary packets (N-packets) has been investigated. This is of
interest as functionality provided by options are important for the development
of new functions in IP.

The analysis of delay, jitter and losses for O-packets shows that the use
of options is indeed problematic. For the presented experiments, we can with
high level of confidence state that the delay is higher for O-packets than for
P-packets, although the extra delay is small. O-packets also experience higher
jitter. While the extra delay and jitter may be tolerable for most application,
the extra losses are not. 22.9% of the experiments exhibit loss rates of 15%
or higher for O-packets, many of them close or equal to 100%. This can be
compared to the highest loss rate for N-packets which is only 3.5%.

This study discourages the use of options for introducing new functions in
IP. Extension headers is an alternative format for introducing new functions,
which should not cause the same problems with legacy routers. The unused bit
in IP can be used for negotiating the use of extension headers.
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Abstract

A network architecture provides the guidelines for how to build networks
and services on top of the network without breaking neither existing nor
future applications. As for future applications, the network design should
be flexible to allow a wide range of different developments. There are two
different aspects of flexibility that have relevance for naming. The degree
of which there exist dependencies between identities of network entities
and their location in the network topology (or other network properties),
and the degree of to deploy novel infrastructure and services. A network
architecture which separates naming of network entities from network
location provides good flexibility in both respects. This report presents
the split naming/forwarding architecture, which cleanly divides naming
and forwarding into two separate functions. It modularizes the network
and allows a wide range of possible implementations for both naming
and forwarding. In particular, different forwarding systems can operate
simultaneosly in separate forwarding domains. The report discusses issues
in how to implement and deploy this architecture.

1 Introduction

The Internet architecture is restricted by that the IP number is used both to
identify a host and its attachment point to the Internet. Removal of the de-
pendency between IP number and host location would increase the flexibility.
While some techniques have emerged to amend this restriction (e.g., NAT, mo-
bile IP), the split naming/forwarding network architecture (SNF) suggests to
take a more fundamental approach by modifying the network architecture in
order to achieve more flexibility.

The split naming/forwarding network architecture (SNF) uses the layered
protocol design of the current Internet architecture but differs in that the net-
work layer has been divided into two: the naming layer and the forwarding
layer. Even though SNF is based on this simple idea, it introduces some techni-
cal challenges. This report outlines a model implementation of SNF to identify
and discuss these challenges.
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A network architecture provide guidelines for implementing networks. This
includes deploying new mechanisms without breaking other already existing
ones. Also, the network architecture should tolerate future developments, that
is, to allow the implementation of currently unknown applications and mecha-
nisms. Naturally, a network architecture cannot directly support this kind of
“forward compliance”, although by avoiding unnecessary restrictions on appli-
cations and mechanisms, the “implementation space,” which the architecture
provides, can be maximized. This motivates the definition of a network ar-
chitecture as a set of restrictions of what can be done in the network. This
definition encourages carefulness when introducing new elements to the archi-
tecture. Every protocol and mechanism that the architecture mandates and
every rule that must be followed by applications imposes a restriction. These
restrictions include mandatory protocols. Any network entity which respects
these restrictions complies with the architecture. For example, hosts comply-
ing to RFC1122 [11] complies with the current Internet architecture. Since a
computer network ultimately has the purpose of allowing computers to commu-
nicate, anything added to the architecture should have improved or simplified
interoperability as motive.

Having few restrictions, and thus a large “implementation space”, gives a
network architecture a property which can be called flexibility. In this report,
two aspects of flexibility are are considered. First, routing flexibility. Network
entities must be identified by some name. This name must be used to directly
or indirectly find the way to the network entity. The routing flexibility is the
degree to which the routing is dependent of the name and thus the degree to
which the name is dependent of location. The second aspect is evolutionary
flexibility is the degree to which the network forward compatible with future
applications. This aspect is relevant not only for naming but for all parts of the
network architecture.

As for routing flexibility, it is clearly not possible to find a scalable shortest
path routing algorithm that converges quickly to shortest path routes between
all pairs of hosts. This means that a network topology must be fairly static and
aggregate routes in order to perform shortest path routing between different
locations in the topology. Consequently, the address used for this routing will
be fixed to a location in the topology. This address is called a locator. Network
entities must have a name in order to be reachable. By separating this from
the locator, the host becomes less dependent of the network topology. Clearly,
the name must at some point, explicitly or implicitly, be bound to a locator.
This can be achieved by name based routing or by a lookup in a distributed
database. A naming system implements this function. Clearly, the naming
system performs some kind of routing, but it need not be shortest path routing.

It can furthermore be argued that the name/location separation improves
the evolutionary flexibility of the architecture. The naming is the “least common
denominator” because network entities must use compatible protocols for nam-
ing to be able to communicate. But the naming system can provide transparent
access to the underlying network topology. Thus, a large degree of heterogeneity
can be allowed for the underlying routing systems. In addition, by providing
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a standardized interface to the naming system, it is possible to have multiple
naming systems for additional flexibility.

A number of other proposals how to deal with the limitations of the Internet
architecture exists, some of them with similar motives as SNF ( [14, 19, 22, 29,
33, 41, 50, 51]).

This report has the purpose of acting as a framework for discussing ideas
on network architecture. Section 2 elaborates on the flexibility concept and
gives the motivation of the architecture. Section 3, describes the architecture.
Section 4 discusses details of a host that implements the architecture. Section
5 summarizes the report.

2 Flexibility—the Motivation for Changing the
Internet Architecture

The problem that the split naming/forwarding architecture addresses stems
from a conflict between routing and the somewhat vague concept flexibility.
Three questions regarding network architecture and flexibility is discussed be-
low. First, what aspects of flexibility are relevant? Second, why is least hop-
count routing not sufficiently flexible and third, is flexibility important? The
answers to these questions is the motivation behind the architectural ideas in
SNF.

What aspects of flexibility are relevant?

The two aspects of flexibility considered here are routing flexibility, the degree of
dependency between naming and routing, and evolutionary flexibility, the degree
of forward compliance of the architecture. But what is meant by flexibility?
Flexibility is the absence of restrictions. Restrictions are caused by introducing
mandatory elements (e.g., protocols) into the architecture. Such elements are of
course necessary to build a network, but carefully crafting these elements may
minimize the restrictions and thus maximize the flexibility. When introducing
a new element, the degree to which this element enhances the communication
abilities of the network should be weighted against what restrictions this element
may cause.

Why is least hop-count routing not sufficiently flexible?

In order to perform scalable least hop-count routing, routers in the Internet
architecture use prefixes of IP numbers to calculate routes over which packets
are forwarded to a specific location. In practice, this prefix will be fixed to a
specific position in the network topology as changing routes typically cannot
take place immediately, but could be delayed for about half a minute. Thus,
traditional routing systems have a limitation on both the number of destinations
(IP number prefixes) and the time granularity of updates. On the other hand,
these routing systems do a good job in using the shortest routes between different
locations in terms of number of hops. A system that can directly address all
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Figure 3.1: The network layer in the OSI is split into naming and forwarding
layers.

entities and provide immediate update of the particular entity’s location would
provide additional flexibility in this respect.

Is flexibility important?

To further support the claim that increased flexibility is important, it can be
pointed out that recent developments of the Internet indicate the existence of
a demand for increased flexibility. For instance, network address translation,
NAT, has other purposes than merely extending the IP address space. When
using NAT, local hosts need not to change their IP numbers when changing
network service provider. Also, the development of mobile IP and multi-homing
shows a need for flexibility.

3 SNF—The Split Naming/Forwarding Archi-
tecture

The split naming/forwarding architecture, SNF, builds on two different name
spaces that each have its own purpose, naming and forwarding. This is done
in order to simultaneously achieve flexibility and least hop-count routing. SNF
cleanly integrates the two name spaces into one architecture and makes the
usage of these transparent to the applications.
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3.1 Overview of the Architecture

In SNF naming and forwarding are separate functions. These functions are
modularized so they can be implemented separately. SNF replaces the network
layer in the traditional OSI model by splitting it in two as shown in figure 3.1.
Thus, SNF consists of a naming layer and a forwarding layer.

This report uses a specific terminology to distinguish the different names
used the two name spaces. The term locator denotes a string that identifies a
network attachment point and name denote a string that identifies an object
such as a host. Thus, the locator belongs to a forwarding address space whereas
a name belongs to a naming address space. For example, SNF can treat the IP
number address space as a forwarding name space where the IP number acts as
a locator and it can implement naming through DNS where the fully qualified
domain name acts as a name.

The transport protocols TCP and UDP both depend on the network layer
addresses remaining fixed. In SNF, this dependency is removed by instead using
an ephemeral correspondent identifier (ECI) which identifies a correspondent
host and a conceptual exchange channel with the same host.

For two network entities to communicate, they must share some “least com-
mon denominator” or implement a common concept which at least provides the
entities with the ability to refer to each other in some way. Hence, for a set
of hosts to constitute a useful network, they must at least implement the nam-
ing layer in a uniform fashion. In SNF naming is the function that unifies the
network by mandating a minimum naming layer protocol that compliant hosts
must implement.

The forwarding layer should deliver packets between two network locations
as efficiently as possible. SNF allows diverse implementation of forwarding by
requiring as little as possible from such an implementation and by allowing
different locator domains to interact through locator translation points.

The forwarding layer may divide the network topology into autonomous
systems called locator domains. A diagram of the architecture is shown in
figure 3.2. Any pair of locator domains at the forwarding layer is connected
through a set of gateways which we call translation points. These implements
a translation between different forwarding protocols. On top of the forwarding
domains is the naming system. The next two sections elaborate further on the
roles of the forwarding and naming layers.

3.2 The Naming Layer

The objective of the naming layer is to transparently provide name-to-location
mappings. Two entities that want to communicate must agree on a common
protocol at some level. Also, at least one of the entities must be able to name
the other one. Thus, naming is the “least common denominator” function.
Consequently, the protocols at at the naming layer must be standardized. This
does not exclude the possibility for different implementations and different name
spaces discussed below.

Conceptually, the naming layer forwards packets to the current location of
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Figure 3.2: The forwarding layer is divided into locator domains, which are tied
together by translation points which are managed by the naming system.

a named entity. SNF can support two different modes of the naming layer.
First, name based forwarding, where the naming system takes responsibility
for forwarding the packet by applying name based routing, and second, direct
forwarding, where a locator have been cached by the naming layer and may be
used to send the packet directly to the current location of the correspondent.
Of these, name based forwarding mode is the most general.

In name based forwarding, the naming system is accessed through a default
locator, which is the forwarding layer address of host acting as gateway to the
naming system. Packets that are labelled with the name of the receiving network
entity and sent to the agent is forwarded via the naming system system to the
current location of the named entity. The naming system is an overlay network
spanning several different locator domains. The drawback of this mode is that
best routes available through the forwarding layer is not generally used. That
is, packets may be sent over significantly longer paths than necessary.

Direct forwarding is accomplished by allowing hosts to maintain a cache
of name-to-locator mappings. The naming system may announce the current
locator of the named entity, which subsequently can be cached. If there is
a cached locator for the name in question, the packet is sent directly to the
forwarding layer, using the cached locator. This is merely an optimization to
take full advantage of the underlying routing system.

In addition to name-to-locator mapping, the naming layer also provides con-
nection identifier (through the exchange channels as described below) to the
transport layer (e.g. TCP) to remove its dependency on the address pair.
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Figure 3.3: The arrows represent packets sent and the tuples display their con-
tents. nameH is the name of host H , LOCd

H is the locator for host H as seen
from addressing domain d, ECIH is the ECI chosen for host H , and PL is the
payload. The symbol � indicates the “undefined” ECI value.

Exchange Channels

Between each pair of communicating hosts is a conceptual exchange channel.
Data posted to the exchange channel arrives at the correspondent with nonzero
probability; data received over the exchange channel was sent by the correspon-
dent.

The naming layer provides an ephemeral correspondent identifier (ECI) to
the transport layer for identification of the correspondent host. The ECI belongs
to a host local name space, and it identifies an the correspondent host and the
exchange channel to the correspondent host.

The ECI may be used in conjunction with protocol number and transport
layer ports as flow identifier for backwards compatibility with current transport
layers such as TCP and UDP. Entities on the forwarding layer must not rely
on the ECI for mapping between locator domains. (Hence, translation between
locator domains differs from the operation of ordinary NAT boxes. Also, see
the discussion on backwards compliance with IPv4 hosts in section 4.1.)

Client/server scenario

The client/server scenario in figure 3.3 illustrates the basic communication
mechanism of the architecture. The client application initiates the commu-
nication by configuring the naming layer of the host with the name of the corre-
spondent host. If the client host already have set up an exchange channel with
the server host, the ECI pair of this exchange channel is reused.
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The Naming System

The name-to-locator mapping is implemented by a naming system. The naming
system provides a uniform access to the forwarding layer. There are two inter-
faces of the naming system. First, the interface between hosts and the naming
system, which is called the front end of the naming system. Second, the interface
between the naming system and the underlying locator domain called the back
end. The front end is simple. It must be globally uniform, but it only need to
provide the four functions listed below. On the other hand, there must be one
back end for each locator domain. This is potentially complex. There must be a
way for the naming system to obtain topology information and distribute part
of this across locator domains. Furthermore, the naming system must trans-
parently configure the translation points if stateful translation is used. There is
also a bootstrapping problem when deploying a new locator domain.

There are four operations a host needs to be able to perform on the naming
system:

• Forward packet

• Add locator

• Remove locator

• Requesting a direct locator from one named host to another named host

The naming system must perform name based forwarding. Hosts access
this function by invoking the forward packet operation. The naming system
must also support the administrative operations add locator and remove locator.
These operations must be protected by authentication. Requesting a locator is
a potentially complex operation if the two hosts reside in different addressing
domains. Since the ability to cache a director locator to the correspondent
host is merely an optimization, the naming system may refuse to return such a
locator. All packets must then be subject of name based forwarding.

The Naming Layer Protocol

The naming layer protocol header of all SNF packets must contain at least
transport layer protocol number, and source ECI. The initial packets contains an
ECI announcement rather than source ECI, and source and destination names.

3.3 The Forwarding Layer

The forwarding layer is divided into locator domains. This has the advantage
that there need not be one standardized set of forwarding layer protocols and the
locator allocation can be administrated locally. The scope of a locator is local
to a locator domain. Also, individual locator domains may include functions
beyond the most basic ones. (E.g., QoS.)

The forwarding layer may divide the network topology into autonomous
systems called locator domains. This division allows some additional freedom
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Figure 3.4: Principal SNF header format. The fields that does not need to be
present in every packet are dashed.

to develop new network technology at the forwarding layer or to deploy a new
locator address space. A party who wishes to deploy a new locator domain
can do so by establishing translation points to some existing locator domain.
The naming system must manage these translation points transparently, which
means that a party who deploys a new kind of locator domain also need to
implement a module for the naming system that handles the translation points.
This module acts as the interface between the naming system and the specific
locator domain. Each locator domain can independently implement and provide
an interface to the naming system. This leaves a bare minimum of restrictions
on how a locator domain can be implemented.

A consequence of dividing the forwarding layer into locator domains, is that
if a novel forwarding method is developed, it can be deployed as a new locator
domain. By imposing minimal restrictions on how the locator domains can be
implemented, the number of options of forwarding methods is maximized.

A translation from locator domain A to locator domain B may be provided
in at least two different ways. First, by having translation points between the
domains replace the locator in A with a locator in B (similar to NAT). Second,
by using a loose source route, where a list of locators are included in the message
header and the translation point simply pops the first locator from the list and
use this as locator to forward the packet into domain B. The latter technique
allows the translation point to operate without maintaining state for active
exchange channels.
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locator0 locator1 · · ·

Figure 3.5: Locator list. The entries may be different types of locators.

Locator Abstraction

Locators identify attachment points within a specific locatator domain. The
exact format of a locator is unspecified. A locator domain can exclusively dictate
the exact format of the locators used locally. Thus, a locator field in the SNF
header is merely a generic bit storage. The naming system can pass such a
locator to the forwarding system but cannot itself interpret it in any way.

The SNF header may contain a list of locators as shown in figure 3.5. This
list specifies a loose source route. It has a more general purpose, though. It may
not be practical to maintain state in the translation points. Forwarding layer
loose source routing can be used to push the state for making the translations to
the source end host, which then includes this state in each packet it sends in form
of a locator list. A translation point may simply pop the next locator from the
locator list. Naturally, each locator in the list must be on the appropriate format
for the domain where it is going to be used. The naming system assembles the
necessary locators for a particular route into a list on behalf of the sending host
when it establishes the route.

The Source Locator Problem

A source locator corresponds to the source address in IP. In IP, this is used
by intermediate devices to notify the source if something went wrong when
forwarding the packet. In SNF, the source locator is complex to implement due
to the forwarding layer being divided into locator domains. Below it is first
explained in detail why it is hard to implement a source locator and second, the
consequence of not implementing a locator—disabling control messages from
intermediate devices—is explored.

Of course, source locators can be implemented adding a “source locator field”
to the packet headers. This must, however, be subject to address translation
similar to the destination locator when passing between addressing domains.
A problem occur with asymmetric routes. Consider the path from host R to
host S in figure 3.6. S have requested that the naming system forwards a
packet from S to R. In order to take advantage of route optimization, the
naming system have established a at translation point P . But it have also
picked a different route as the return path. If the naming system only sets
up translations in the direction packets are forwarded in, there will not be a
reverse address translation at translation point P . Thus, the naming system
must establish reverse translations at the translation points if globally useful
source locators are needed. (If loose source routing is used, it can prepend the
source locator list with its own locator.) This situation is not satisfactory as it
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Figure 3.6: Asymmetric routing. The path from S to R traverse addressing
domain A, while the opposite path does not.

increases the initiation complexity.
As of alternative solutions, including the name of the source in the header

is also possible. But this complicates the protocol implementation somewhat.
Since SNF allows arbitrarily long host names the an name cannot generally be
fit into a packet of minimum size.

SNF instead takes a radical approach to avoid this complication by not in-
cluding any information about the source in the SNF header (except for the
initial packet, of course). As of the purpose of the source locator, it allow inter-
mediate devices to send back error messages. Therefore next section discusses
the consequences of omitting mandatory control messages at the forwarding
layer.

Control Messages What are the consequences of disabling control messages
that depends on the presence of a source locator? By exploring the control mes-
sages standardized for IP version 6, it can be concluded that a network system
can function without generic router-to-source-host control message. Although
some functionality is lost, it is possible to implement these functions at a higher
layer.

The ICMPv6 control messages are destination unreachable, packet too big,
time exceeded, parameter problem, echo request, and echo reply [18]. Is it reason-
able to device a network architecture which does not rely on these messages?

The destination unreachable is used to notify a source that the receiving host
or application is no longer reachable. It is desirable to receive such a notification
in order to respond quickly to this condition. The alternative is to use a timeout
to detect this. It is necessary to implement a timeout anyway as there is no
guarantee that an ICMP message will reach its destination. A network can thus
be operational without such a message. It should, however, be encouraged to
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use such messages within an addressing domain, and whenever possible, provide
a translation between domains for such a message.

Packet too big is sent as a response if a packet is larger than the maximum
transfer unit (MTU) and cannot be fragmented for some reason. The most
important application of this message is path MTU discovery, in which case the
message must be sent back to the sending host. An alternative to this is to
use an end-to-end scheme for performing path MTU discovery. For example,
if the sending host knows that the path MTU is at least m, it can send a
packet larger than m immediately followed by a packet of size m. The receiving
host acknowledges the packets it receives. Thus, if both packets were received,
the source can update the path MTU. Since, the larger packet may have been
dropped for other reasons than being too large, the discovery process need to
be repeated a number of times if an acknowledgement was not received. Thus,
the packet too big message can be omitted from the architecture.

A time exceeded message is sent if the hop limit counter reaches 0. Clearly,
it is necessary to include a hop limit (or time to live) in each packet to limit
the effect of routing loops. The actual header field should be provided by the
forwarding layer and its value must be translated between addressing domains.
If the time exceeded message cannot be sent back to the source the traceroute
application will not work across addressing domains.

The parameter problem message is sent back to the source unless the IP
header is well formed. In case of communication across several addressing do-
mains, it is each translation points responsibility that the header at the forward-
ing layer is well formed. Thus, this message should generally not be sent back
to the source. It may be desirable to introduce such a message at the naming
layer, though, to provide a similar notification of invalid SNF headers.

Echo requests/replies are strictly end-to-end and therefore not a problem to
implement at the naming layer. As these messages provides provides a basic
monitoring function, it may be desirable to include them as mandatory elements
in the SNF protocol.

3.4 Multiple Name Spaces

There are two reasons for using multiple name spaces. First, naming is a “tussle
space” [17] and the possibility to deploy a new name space is a possibility for
resolving issues regarding naming. Second, different kind of name spaces have
different technical requirements and must therefore be implemented by different
naming systems.

SNF does not exclude the possibility of several separate name spaces. Hosts
communicates with an agent that is part of a naming system. Since all agents
use the same front end protocol, hosts may choose name space by choosing
agent. By binding name suffixes (or prefixes) to different agents, a host may use
several name spaces simultaneously. Additional flexibility can be achieved by
allowing symbolic names, where a name in one name space refers to a different
name in a different name space.
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3.5 Example applications

The independence between name and location in SNF immediately enables host
mobility. In addition to this, it is possible to implement dynamic multi-homing
by associating a name with multiple locators. This leads to the problem of
choosing the “best” locator. This can be solved by an overlay network of peers
which probes the network to maintain a database of locator properties. The
overlay network concept is quite powerful and can be used to gather and store
information for various services. For transparent use of this information, this
overlay can be integrated in the naming system.

The service of sending data to the “closest” one in a set of host is called
any-casting. An overlay network which measures and stores distances between
locations can support any-casting by having a name refer to a set of locations
and allowing the naming system to select an appropriate location from the set.

Multi-casting can also be implemented through a special naming system. As
with any-casting, each name refers to a set of locations, but instead of selecting
just one location, the naming system forwards packets to all locations. Because
of this, only name based forwarding can be supported. Implementing multi-
casting in this fashion separates multi-cast routing from the routing performed
by the forwarding layer. This may ease the deployment of routing algorithms
specialized for multi-casting.

4 Implementation

This section contains a discussion on implementation details of an SNF compli-
ant host. It focuses on the difference between SNF hosts and ordinary Internet
hosts. The implementation assumes an API similar to the standard socket
interface. SNF hosts can operate transparently to legacy applications and com-
municate transparently with legacy hosts. Therefore there exist a relatively
simple way to deploy SNF.

4.1 The Inner Workings of an End Host

Naming is the function that ties the network together. All compliant hosts must
implement the naming layer protocol. Two different implementation strategies
for the naming system can be identified, database lookup and name based routing.
From an individual host’s point of view, the protocol used to communicate with
the naming system allows both concepts transparent to the host.

The principal end host implementation operates according to figures 3.7,
3.8, and 3.9. A host manages the ECI-name space for its correspondents by
choosing ECI of each correspondent and can therefore easily avoid problems
with conflicting ECI’s.

A socket is a data structure that is used by an application to send and receive
data. The socket initialization is illustrated by the flowchart in figure 3.7. Once
the socket has been initialized data can be sent. The exchange channels are
represented by a data structure, which includes the current state of the exchange
channel. Either by the name of the correspondent host (nameCN ) or the ECI
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the socket initialization of the example host implemen-
tation. The correspondent host is named “CN”.

of the correspondent host ECICN can be used as a handle to the the exchange
channel. As the ECI of the host itself within the exchange channel (ECIself) is
chosen by the correspondent host, it is initialized to the undefined value. (A
reserved bit pattern is used to denote this value.) As long as ECIself is set to
the undefined value, an ECI announcement is included in the SNF header of
outgoing packages (the field ECICN in figure 3.4), to notify the correspondent
host of the ECI that has been chosen to identify it in the exchange channel.
When an ECI announcement is received, ECIself is set to the announced value.

Figures 3.8, and 3.9 illustrates how data is sent and received by an SNF
host. In addition to this, it is necessary to manage the locator cache to exploit
the possibility of direct forwarding. This is done by requesting and receiving
locator updates from the naming system. Standard cryptographic methods can
be used for the authentication of such updates.

Note that an exchange channel is not fully initialized until at least one packet
exchange has been performed. Consequently, it may be desirable to have two
different initialization modes on a socket. In the first mode, the naming layer
may actively exchange packets to setup the exchange channel. This is good
if there is no data immediately available to send, and if it is important to
minimize the delay once the data is available. This may also be useful for
running unmodified legacy transport protocol implementations (e.g., TCP). In
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the second mode, the naming layer passively waits until there is data available
to transmit, and completes the exchange channel initialization while making the
first exchange of packets at the transport layer (e.g., TCP three way handshake).
This may require a small change in legacy transport protocol implementation,
to allow that ECIself changes.

SNF Deployment

It is clear that SNF deployment requires that a host (or network entity) must
implement the naming layer protocol. Thus, legacy hosts must be modified
to take advantage of the architecture. Although this is a significant obstacle,
there are two factors that may lower the barrier. First, it is possible to avoid
modifying a large class of network application. Second, SNF could provide a
limited communication mode between SNF compliant and SNF unaware hosts.
These two possibilities are discussed below.

Legacy Network API:s It is possible to fit SNF into the BSD socket API
while maintaining backwards compliance wit legacy applications by replacing
the appropriate system calls (gethostbyname, socket, connect etc.) and data
structures (struct sockaddr). Although, such an implementation is a “force
fit” and does not work for every applications, it simplifies SNF deployment
somewhat by limiting the necessary host modifications to the the operating
system kernel.

Compatibility with SNF Unaware Hosts It is possible for unmodified
IPv4 hosts to communicate with SNF hosts using a DNS server also connected
to the SNF naming system. When an IPv4 host looks up a name outside
of the IPv4 addressing domain, the naming system establishes a mapping in
the translation gateway and return an IP-number to he IPv4 host from the
translation gateway’s set of IP-numbers1. It is also possible to introduce an
IPv4 compatibility mode where the naming system informs the SNF host about
the source and destination IP-numbers seen by the IPv4 host. The SNF host
may use these as ECI to communicate with the IPv4 host without the translation
gateway having to recalculate transport layer checksums.

5 Summary

It can be argued a well designed network architecture has the flexibility to
support a wide range of applications. The philosophy that guides such an archi-
tecture should be that “more is less,” that is, every function that is specified as a
requirement by the architecture inadvertedly imposes a restriction both on how
the network can continue to evolve and on how applications can be implemented.
Naming acts as the central function of a network architecture. The basic idea of

1The translation gateway must have multiple IP-numbers to allow each IPv4 host to si-
multaneously communicate with multiple hosts on the outside.
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SNF—separating naming as a generic function from the packet forwarding—is
necessary in order to make network entities independent of network location.

Performance must not be neglected. Being able to take full advantage of
the underlying routing system is important to allow certain classes of network
traffic. Hence, SNF is designed to allow techniques for doing this.

Deployment cost is an additional problem. Although the design of new
network architectures should not be deliberately crippled to provide backwards
compliance, an architecture which is flexible enough to be regarded as “forward
compliant”, tend to also be backwards compliant. In SNF this is manefested as
the Internet of today can be regarded as a separate SNF forwarding domain,
and by the use of proxies, legacy hosts can be connected to a SNF network.

An unorthodox feature of SNF is that it does not require that every packets
are labelled with a valid source address. Some kind of source label is proba-
bly going to be used within locator domains for various reasons (e.g. ingress
filtering, accountability), but translating this across domain borders is not be re-
quired in SNF. This conclusion is derived by weighting the flexibility of multiple
forwarding domains against the usefulness of router-to-host control messages.
This should not be considered as a final design decision and this is an issue that
deserves further consideration.

The main purpose of this work is to elaborate on different design criterias for
network architectures and to make an argument for how a network architecture
should be formed. SNF is a way of arranging well known concept in a way
consistent with these criteria. It is hard, if not impossible, to find metrics for
objectively evaluating network architectures. Thus, the criteria proposed here
do not constitute any absolute truth and the virtues of SNF compared to other
suggestions can be debated.
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